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EDITOR'S NOTE 

Mayday! Mayday! 
An unu ually mild winter ha joined with 

the iri es outside my front door to make it 
eem nearly like summer. The violet and yel

low blo soms make it ea y to imagine it i 
really May, although magazine deadlines 
mean this note ha to be written more than 
a month earlier. So my thought are still stuck 
in March . I'm thinking of St. Patrick' s Day , 
Ea ter , and April Fool " when it hould be 
Mother's Day, Memorial Day , and of cour e, 
May Day . 

Chri tmas would be more like it , though . 
I felt that way two weeks ago when our long
awaited DG/30 wa delivered . Like a kid, I 
plunged into a frenzy of box-ripping and 
paper-to ing. When the tyro foam popcorn 
ettled, there it wa : a real computer 
y tem- a oppo ed to the cute little orchard 

orphan we have used up till now. 
Surpri e of surpri e , everything checked 

out perfectly , and the software came up on 
the first try . That was the ea y part . Now 
comes the retraining of taff members who 
are comfortable with the foible of the old way 
of doing things . There' no overt foot drag
ging , but neither i there anyone who hare 
my enthusia m for updating all of our proce
dure and moving them to the new y tern . 

This is my first real encounter with a 
problem Charlene Kirian refers to regularly 
in her column on office automation . Mo t 
Focus reader have probably forgotten the 
re istance they felt when they fir t encoun
tered a computer-or maybe they never felt 
it. But mo t of the people who are being wept 
along with the next wave of computer integra
tion till feel that way: vaguely threatened by 
omething they don ' t under tand , and ome

what ho tile to the change computer are 
forcing on their comfortable routine . 

It would be easy to dismis the e concern 
a the unfounded anxietie of " naive end 
user ." But ju t watch what happen the fir t 
time an anxiou u er 10 es hours of work 
because he or he forgot to follow orne 
poorly explained procedure. All that free
floating anxiety suddenly find an anchor, and 
the task of training become much , much 
harder. 
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A the use of computers become more 
wide pread , there are more and more u er 
who don ' t really understand how the machine 
works- and for the mo t part don' t really need 
to understand. They occupy a middle ground 
in the technology ; their work require them 
to become experts in manipulating a tool that 
someone el e maintain . Think of them a 
drivers of Indy car . They don ' t need to care 
about the internal of the internal combu tion 
engine; they ju t want it to run dependably
and fa t . 

We are eeing more and more of the e 
application expert in NADGUG, and they 
make a welcome addition to the group . A 
Rene Dominguez note in the interview on 
page 32, OASIS, the Office Automation Spe
cial Intere t Subcommittee, is NADGUG's 
second largest pecial interest group- and the 
fa te t growing . 

End u er have a lot to gain a member 
of NADGUG . By talking with their peer , 
they learn more about the products they u e , 
and by talking with more technically oriented 
colleague , they learn how to coax more func
tionality and performance from the machine 
that upport them. 

Don't overlook the fact that the rever e i 
al 0 true: NADGUG has a lot to gain from 
the influx of end u ers . Their per pective and 
their concern with training new u er will 
make all of us more aware of the need to keep 
our y tern a " friendly" a po ible. It ' 
more than a buzzword- friendline i a mat
ter of urvival in a fiercely competitive 
market. 

Although my new word proce or came 
with a huge spelling dictionary , I turned to 
the friendly IS-pounder on my de k to check 
the pelling of May Day, the holiday that was 
celebrated in times pa t with a May queen and 
dancing around a Maypole. The next entry 
help make my point. It wa ju t a friendly 
bit of erendipity , but it eemed omehow 
appropriate for NADGUG that Mayday , the 
international di tre ignal , come from the 
French m 'aidez- ' ' help me. " I:! 

- G.F. 
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This is no way to run 
swift word processing. 

T hough CEO oftware for Data 
General sy tern include word proces ing 
among it many capabilitie , the clum y 
tructure and huge memory requirements 

make its u e a burden on your entire 
y tern . It will low you down in the word 

proce sing race. 
It would be one thing if there were no 

alternative. But WordPerfect' fleet-footed 
4 .05 ver ion i rea on enough to give CEO 
the boot. 

WordPerfect takes an early lead 
in performance. 

Command in WordPerfect are executed 
in record time. And WordPerfect is written 
o efficiently, it can actually handle more 

word proce sing u er on your Data 
General y tern, using Ie s memory . So 
more of your y tern' power can be u ed 
for purpo e other than word proce ing. 

WordPerfect sets the pace 
in features. 

CEO wa written to handle a myriad of 
ta k around the office. WordPerfect wa 
written to do word proce ing better than 
any program anywhere. So WordPerfect' 
pecialized word proce ing capabilitie are 

miles ahead of CEO' . WordPerfect has a 

plit creen function for dual document 
editing, a facility for writing outline 
automatically and a table of content 
generator, to name a few . But WordPerfect ' 
greate t feature is the swiftne with which 
all feature are performed. 

WordPerfect adds a dash 
of simplicity. 

WordPerfect's function-key orientation 
makes it ea y to learn in the hort run. 
Becau e of it uper key troke efficiency 
and hard-copy printout that matches on-
creen di play, WordPerfect i al 0 ea ier 

to u e in the long run . That mean 
winning re ult with les training time . 

WordPerfect sprints to 
the finish. 

If the witch from EO give you cold 
feet , keep in mind that it i actually less 
expensive to purchase WordPerfect for 
your Data General ystem than to upgrade 
your hardware for more memory, which is 
what you'll eventually need with CEO. 
And through EO Connection, your 
current CEO file can be changed over to 
WordPerfect file . 

In other word , you have nothing to 

Circle 41 on reader service card 

10 e. Except a lot of heavy baggage that'll 
low you down in the word proce sing 

race. For more information ee your 
dealer. Or call or write: 

SSI Software 
266 We t Center Street 
Orem, Utah 84057 
Information and Orders: 
(80 I) 227-4080 

551 Software 
Reaching for perfection. 
WordPerfect is al 0 available in ROO and 
MS/ OO version. 



LET 1HE DG DOCTOR HELP! 
We provlde Professional Consulting 

Services for all OG Systems and 
Languages including: 

• Program Development 
and Trouble Shooting 

• Systems Analysis. Design 
and Implementation 

• Utility Programs: 
Back-up. Tape and File 

• Media Conversions 

• Specialized Hardware 
Interfaces 

• Doing The Seemingly 
IMPOSSIBLE! 

Specializing in Real·Time Systems, 
ROOS, RTOS, DISCOS & MOOS 

CALL (916) 424·2489 

II THE SIERRA GROUP 
~~ - THE DG DOCTOR 

P.O. Box 9715 . Sacramento, CA 95823 
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• COMPUTER SUPPLIES 
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Looking for books 

Dear Readers , 

We are a small state college that has 
recently purchased an MV/ lOOOO. We are in 
need of a text to teach DG assembly language. 
Does anyone know of a good book? Please 
reply to Madeline Baugher, Southwestern 
Oklahoma State U ni versity, Computer 
Science Dept., Weatherford , OK 73096. 

M.L. Baugher 
Southwestern Oklahoma State University 

Weatherford, OK 

Utilization for chargebacks 
In the la t year we have grown dramati

cally in the on-line environment. With this 
growth we find that mo t of our chargeback 
tools are dwindling . Items such a report dis
tribution, number of copies, data entry 
strokes, and batch runtimes are no longer 
valid tools for percentage breakdown at 
budget preparation time. 

After working with the normal "daily log" 
reports , available a standard on Data 
General , we find that the information provided 
will not give us the tati tics we need to charge 
out by department. The "Pages Printed 
Dump" report i probably mo t u eful but 
isn ' t summarized. Individual CON H report
ing, and the ability to group by CON H, would 
provide more meaningful stati tic for bud
getary purpo es. 

The alternatives at this point are to assign 
someone to develop more meaningful reports 
from SYSLOG or to look to NADGUG to ee 
if someone who has had similar problem has 
already developed user accounting utilities 
they would be willing to share. 
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Glen D. Simmons , Manager 
National MIS Operations 
RCA/Ariola International 

Indianapolis, IN 

More date oddities 

In the February 1986 issue's Prism 
column, George Henne, author of the column 
BBASIC Business, is quoted as saying that the 
year 2000 will not be a leap year. I believe 
this to be an erroneous statement. A leap year 
is any year evenly divisible by four, except 
for century years . A century year is a leap 
year only if it is evenly divisible by 400. 
Therefore, the years 1700, 1800, and 1900 
were not leap years. However, the year 2000 
will be a leap year. 

I found these facts several year ago in the 
preface pages to my " Success" desk calen
dar . The article described the various 
problems with the original Julian calendar. 
The century leap year corrections were 
introduced by Pope Gregory , and the 
Gregorian calendar became the standard. 

Incidentally , S. A. Levitz Retail Sy terns 
is a DG V AR producing inventory and 
accounting ystems for' 'big ticket" retailers. 
Our users have no need to worry about 
problems when the year 2000 comes. Date 
are stored as integers corresponding to the 
number of days passed since December 31 , 
1972. Our date range is therefore January I, 
1973 through September 17, 2062. Date han
dling routines are built-in functions of our 
system. 

Thanks for letting me speak out. 

David M. Featherstone, CDP 
Sr. Systems Analyst 

S. A. Levitz Retail Systems 
San Diego, CA 

Editor's Note: Featherstone is correct: the 
year 2000 is indeed a leap year. However, it 
would be erroneous to blame Henne for the 
erroneous statement in the February issue. His 
only fault was in thinking the editor could 
absorb the nuances of the Gregorian calen
dar in one pass. The editor, in tum, would 
like to lay the blame on that other Gregory
the Pope whose calendar got us in this mess! 

May /986 



Some of you know why we can do the best job, and some don't ... either way, we h ave exciting news for you. 

FOR THOSE WHO DON'T 

C/ CRIPT II is a COBOL application development 
ystem u ed by companies worldwide to develop AOS·, 

AOS/ VS and ICOBOL application . C/ CRIPT II 
increa e productiviry, standardizes program 
development , and provide a variable menu y tem with 
ecuriry for your runtime environment. C/ CRIPT II 

addres es the needs of EVERYO E developing busine 
application in COBOL. 

C/ CRIPT II provide a que tion and an wer protOcol, 
taking you through the program generation proce , 
defaulting the most frequently elected an wer to over 
90% of its own que tion . And there 's no need to learn 
a 4GL·rype language. Yet, you get the ame re ult , 
including protOryping with COBOL, via our regeneration 
capabiliry. 

FOR SHOPS WITH EXISTING STANDARDS 
A skeleton that you can modify to produce the program 
to which your u ers are accustomed . 

FOR EVERY PROGRAMMER 
The opportuniry to generate programs quickly. with 
increased standard, feature , and the friendline you 
want to supply to your u ers . 

FOR THE MIS DIRECTOR 
We give you the abiliry to reduce the application 
backlog while improving the overall design and 
efficiency of your system. 

C/ CRIPT II generate file maintenance, report and 
batch update program with code guaranteed to work 
the first time. File maintenance program provide: 

• Up to 99 screens per FM program. 
• Read with approximate earch. read next and read 

previous, write to, update or delete up to 98 records 
aside from the main record being maintained . 

• Optional audit trail logging of data changes made 
by users. 

• Item HELP- Five line per field . 
• Full I FO suppOrt of up to 45 keys per record . 

Generated Report Program provide: 
• Up to a 99·line report format. 
• Information gathered from 99 records. 
• orting. 
• Break level handling with subtOtaling. 
• Conditional printing of fields , lines, or record ba ed 

on programmer·defined criteria, u ing break level . 
literals. constants, or field ·tO·field comparison . 

• User· electable OUtpUt de tination , elected at 
runtime. including primary or secondary printer. 
spool files , and screen display. 

FOR THOSE WHO DO 

We are pleased to announce that in response to user 
demand, we are relea ing Revi ion 1.4 with the e 
exciting enhancement : 

• 99 file are allowed for both File Maintenance and 
Print program . 

• For each record , you may READ, CREATE, UPDATE, 
or DELETE in any combination. 

• For any of the above four function , you may specify 
condition under which they would occur. 

• For any record being created or updated , to include 
the primary record . you specify how it will 
determine the value for each field in the record, Le ., 
input , equal to another field in another record, or 
the same record; define a complex calculation or 
specify u er code. 

• 99 print line per print program. 
• Display Only field for File Maintenance field . 

Call us for more information. 
1-800-626-0381 

in Alabama and outside u.s. call 
(205) 821-1133 

(i CSLABS 
459 onh Dean Road 

Auburn . Alabama 36830 U .. A. 

· Trademark of Dala General Corp. 
© 198S Commercial ys,ems LaboralOries. Inc .• Auburn. AL All Righls Reserved. 
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TAPE & DISK DATA 
RECOVERY 

* Quick Re pon e * Free Evaluation * 95% Succe Rate 

CREATIVE SYNERGY CORPORATION 

404-438-0033 

You may not need thi now 
... but what about 

tomorrow? 

Clip & Save 
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Dr. Pepper award disputed 

I think Jim Siegman's can of Dr. Pepper 
was awarded prematurely to Mark Ward 
(March Focus, page 6) . We cracked this one 
in Ie s than 30 econds (not count ing the time 
to key in the macro). The "hack" to do this 
is to issue a "C"A (control-c control-a) dur
ing the PROC, before the PROMPT BYE i 
executed. 

Mark Ward' olution , admittedly , i very 
good for u er who don't know how the macro 
work . It take pretty good timing to break 
in, even when you know what the macro doe . 
If you don't know the macro, you might never 
get in. 

Some experience how that it become 
progre ively more difficult to " Beat the 
Clock" with a "C"A on fa ter sy tems . We 
did thi on an unloaded MV/4000. I've found 
in the pa t that on an MV/lOOOO, it could be 
done reliably only when the system was heav
ily loaded. Mr. Ward's Manhattan Beach y -
tem is an MV I I 0000 y tem with lot of 
peedup options. Perhaps thi explain why 

it works for him. I would appreciate further 
feedback on thi matter. 

Mark E. Langner, Sr. Systems Engineer 
Data General Corporation 

Indianapolis, IN 

Thanks 

We want to thank Focus and Jeanne 
Sangster for the February article on the Black 
Hawk County Criminal Justice Information 
System. 

All of the participating law enforcement 
agencies, the Black Hawk County Sheriffs 
Department, the Cedar Falls Police Depart
ment, the Evansdale Police Department, and 
the Waterloo Police Department, have been 
intricately involved in the design and 
implementation of this unique computer 
sy tem . 

We're excited about the future of com
puterization in law enforcement and proud to 
be a part of that future . 
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Nancy Smith , Administrative Coordinator 
Black Hawk County CJIS 

Waterloo, IA 

Security issue journeys to 
Europe 

After reading many of the Focus articles 
dealing with ecurity, I am till urpi ed that 
no one has found a really secure mechanism 
to avoid a [! READ] allowing a user to do 
something other than an wer a question. 
Therefore, I tend to di agree with Tom 
Gutnick, and hope to win Jim Siegman ' can 
of Dr. Pepper. 

I think this is finally a cra hproof olution 
to the [!READ] in system security dealing 
with macros . 

The purpo e of the two macro i to pre
vent a CLI expert from entering the CLI or 
executing any CLI macro available during a 
[!READ] included in a macro. Let's write the 
fir t macro , "ASK.CLI," as follow: 
PROCII =U2=USTRING/BLOCKIIOC/L =@ 

NULL, :CLI .PR, $ASK, %-% 
and the econd one, " $ASK.CLI, " as 
follows : 
PROMPTII = ABORTI2 = ABORT, BYE 

BYE/ ! = ABORT/2=ABORT/L=@NULL, 

(!READ], %-%,) 
Now let' run an example in the macro 
"EXAMPLE.CLI" and try to break it: 
PROMPT ,BYE;STRING/K 

ASK, Enter, Your ,Name: 

WRITE, (!STRING) 

(!NEQ,«(!STRING»,( ));EXAMPLE;(!END) 

The string will contain the answer to the 
reque ted [! READ] or an ABORT mes age. 
If during the execution of the pseudomacro 
[! READ], the u er types ";X CLI" or 
";MACRONAME" or tries to do a "C"A 
"C"B equence, this will not be executed 
because this command or macro would just 
be a comment after an executing BYE. The 
an wer of the [! READ] i returned in the 
STRI NG of the current environment where 
ASK ha been u ed becau e we u e the Istring 
option on the PROC command that return the 
BYE comment of the terminating proce to 
the father' string. 

If you ever need any other help with CLI , 
don't he itate. 

Ray Lagard 
Senior System Engineer 
Data General Brussels 

Brussels , Belgium 
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Attend a free half-day seminar and learn why DBMS buyers rank Oracle number 1. 

USERSURVEY 
RANKS ORACLE 
#1 DBMS FOR 
MINICOMPUTERS. 

Oracle Corporation ranks as the number one DBMS vendor for mini· 
computers, according to the 1986 Software User Survey. A lot of DG users 
won't be surprised. In 1979, Oracle introduced the very first relational 
DBMS and the first implementation of SOL. 

Today, ORACLE is still the number one ECLIPSE MV-series DBMS. Number 
one in perlormance. Number one in 4GL and DSS tools. Number one under 
both AOS/ VS and DG/UX. 

-

14.6% 
\2.2% 
12.2% 

'1.3% 
'1.3% 

ORACLE is also the only DBMS that runs identically on mainframes and micros, as well as minis. ORACLE has thousands of 
installations on IBM mainframes, DEC, DG, HP and most other vendors' minis and micros, including the IBM Pc. The three 
fundamental reasons why Oracle has become the number one DBMS solution: Compatibility, Portability and Connectability. 

COMPATIBILITY PORTABILITY CONNECT ABILITY 
The ORACLE® relational database 
management system is compatible with 
IBM's SOLIDS and DB2. SOLIDS and 
DB2 represent IBM's latest generation 
of database management technology 
for IBM's largest computers. ORACLE's 
capabilities and user interlace - the 
SOL language - are identical to those 
of SOLIDS and DB2. Programs written 
for SOLIDS and DB2 will run unmodi
fied on ORACLE. 

SOLIDS and DB2 run only on IBM main
frames; ORACLE runs on IBM main
frames, DEC, DG, AT&T, HP, Stratus, 
Sperry, Prime, Honeywell and several 
other manufacturers' minicomputers, 
and on a wide range of microcomputers 
including the IBM PC/XT and PC/AT. 
ORACLE runs under vendor-proprietary 
operating systems or under UNIX!" 
All versions of ORACLE are identical 
and include a complete implementation 
of SOL- not a subset. 

Having the same software running on 
your mainframe, minis, and micros 
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OPINION _________________ _ 

Real 
programmers 
don't use 4GLs 
and they don't eat 
quiche either! 

Adapted by Mike Marotta 
Special to Focus 

Computers attract all types of people 
today. Easily 90 percent of those enrolled in 
computer science or data processing don't 
belong there. They've enrolled in computer 
classes because they want to get a job and 
computing seems like a growth industry. 

This makes it difficult for project managers 
and other employers. How can you know 
whether that friendly smile and freshly 
polished pair of shoes is a real programmer 
or someone who sat through enough classes 
to be given a piece of paper? 

Fortunately, there are some clues as to 
who makes a good programmer. It is impor
tant to keep in mind that as our culture 
changes, the visible attributes of a good 
programmer also change. When I got started 
in programming, real programmers wrote in 
assembler and ate Szechuan food . Today there 
are new standards. 

First of all, real progranuners don ' t 
work for money. This has two effects. You 
hire them at either the high or low end of the 
pay scale. 

At the high end you'll find the type whose 
elf-confidence was honed when , as 

teenagers, they built synthesizers or wrote 
Apple programs to simulate the space shut
tle. They ask for top dollar an. settle for noth
ing less. They know what they're worth and 
they know they'll spend many long hours on 
a project to see it through. 

On the other hand, some real program
mers are so oblivious to the physical world 
that $14,000 a year sounds like good pay . 

Anyone who haggles over salary is a bus
iness management major who wants to 
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become manager of MIS as a stepping-stone 
to chairman of the board . 

Ask your potential programmers what 
name they want for their account. If they say 
their last name is fine, forget it. Real program
mers always log in with handles like "Scor
pio, " " Wizard," or "Zorog." 

Another way to sort the goats from the 
sheep is to offer a choice of company credit 
cards. Business management types always fall 
for the VISA card . Real programmers want 
an M CI card so they can cut the cost of hack
ing at home. 

Real programmers know where to buy 
junk food at all hours. Bear in mind that some 
real programmers are health food freaks. Ask 
discreet questions about diet. Anyone who 
thinks a balanced meal consists of roast beef, 

mashed 

[!]I!JI!I 
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potatoes with gravy, 
and salad and dessert 
is not a real programmer. 

Five years ago, Pascal was a weenie lan
guage and BASIC was for kids. Today, this 
is not necessarily true. While you should 
always hire someone who likes assembler 
because it's powerful, don't rule out candi
dates who use Pascal and BASIC as well. 
Also, be on the lookout for those who prefer 
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Some real programmers are so oblivious 
to the physical world that $14,000 a year 

sounds like good pay 

LISP, C, FORTH, or APL. As in the past, 
however, you can always scratch anyone who 
thinks highly of COBOL or RPG. Never hire 
anyone who likes fourth generation languages. 

Another trap you can set is to tell the 
potential new-hire that your company is plan
ning to install some interactive role-playing 
games. The real programmer will opt for 
Adventure; business managers on their way 
to the top like Hamurabi. 

Real programmers play video games. Fake 
programmers don ' t. This is a hard-and-fast 
rule. The best programmers you can hire will 
be hot stuff at Defender and Marble Madness. 

Always ask candidates what working hours 
they prefer. Anyone who specifies daylight 
hours hasn 't written more than 30 lines of 
code at one time. Real programmers still work 
around the clock. If a new-hire asks for a 9-
to-5 shift, verify that they mean 9 pm to 5 am. 

Discussing politics with a potential 
programmer is a delicate situation, but can 
usually be handled over lunch. Start the con
versation by making a bland, favorable 
remark about a leading (and well-liked) state 
or local government official. The candidate 
who makes a vaguely favorable remark 
matching yours is a manipulative politician. 
Real programmers are either libertarians or 
communists. 

When you get back to the office, show the 
prospective programmer the working areas . 
Offer a choice. In one cubicle put an mM PC 
with a hard drive, a couple of floppies, and 
a printer. In the other put a TRS-80 Model 
1 attached by a tangle of wires to 50 percent 
of the guts of an Apple, a Wang eight-inch 
floppy drive, a 30-year-old mM full-line 
printer, and an A-J acoustic coupler modem. 
The real programmer will sit down in the 
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econd cubicle and ask for a cup of coffee. 
Likewise, a real programmer will never 

own an mM PC. 
Generally , real programmers never finish 

college, although some do achieve this feat. 
Overall , the real programmer has taken only 
two classes in programming and learned the 
rest at home on a personal computer. 

When hiring a programmer for a scien
tific or engineering project, it can be very hard 
to differentiate between the science nerd and 
the computer nerd , but there are some touch
stones. 

A real programmer will always choose to 
reinvent the wheel. Given a choice between 
developing an algorithm for solving the N
Body problem or producing a graphic output 
for a satellite in orbit around the earth , a real 
programmer will always choose the latter. 
Ask your candidate to discuss the physical 
chemistry of cellular respiration . Then ask 
about the Romulan cloaking device. A real 
programmer knows far more about the latter 
than the former. 

There is one absolutely fail-safe way to test 
programmer authenticity . As you leave the 
candidate at the door, mention that your firm 
has an old Nova for sale. A real programmer 
will want to see the machine immediately . 
Watch out for anyone who asks for its mar
ket value. !J. 

Mike Marotta adapted this newest incarnation 
of " Real Programmers Don 't Use Pascal " 
from Datamation 's JuLy '83 Readers Forum 
by Ed Post of Wilsonville , Oregon. He is a 
system analyst for Michigan State University's 
bookstorelcenter for international programs. 
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DATA GENERAL SYSTEMS 

For Sale 

MV10000 16Mb .... " ...•....... Call 
MV8000-11 8Mb ................. Call 
MV4000 2Mb ............... $20,000 
C·350 512Kb .. . ............. $4,800 

Memory 
MV 4000/10000 2Mb .......... $5,500 
MV 4000/10000 8Mb ......... $19,000 
MV 4000/8000 2Mb .......... . $3,900 

Disk Drives 
6061 SIS 192Mb .... . ........ $5,500 
6122 SIS 277Mb .. . ......... $8,500 
6161 SIS 147Mb (New) ....... $10,500 
6161-A 147Mb (New) .......... $8,500 
6160 SIS 73Mb (New) ......... $8,500 
6160-A 73Mb (New) .......... . $5,000 

CRTs 
D4OO .......... ~ .......... $550 
D211 (New) ................... $875 
D2oo ..................•••.... $400 
D2(6053) ...........••......... $450 

INTERNATIONAL 
COMPUTING SYSTEMS 

Box 343 Hopkins, MN 55343 
Dick Olson 

(612) 935-8112 
We buy, sell , trade all makesl 
models of computer systems. 
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We're excited about our old fa h
ioned approach to mod ern prob
lem - Hard Work and Quality 
Service. Contact u about a ll your 
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214/680-1991 
Nationwide: 

• Depot Repair 
• Depot C ontracts 
• Sales 

Dallas/Ft. W orth: 
• Maintenance C ontracts 

DIGITAL COMPUTER 
SERVICE 

Bronson Allen 
500 E. Arapaho, Suite # 105 

Richardson , Texas 75081 
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Risky business 
What DG computers 
can (and can't) do 
about America's 
insurance dilemma 
by Jeanne Sangster 
Focus Staff 

" Sorry , America, Your Insurance Has 
Been Canceled" wa the cover of Time maga
zine, March 24 , 1986. We' ve been hearing 
about the problem in liability insurance for 
year , but the cost of this crisis is now really 
hitting home, and affecting more than ju t the 
liability segment of the in urance indu try . 
Out of the companies Focus contacted for this 
month ' s special on computers in in urance, 
one-third are either out of busines or no 
longer in the in urance indu try. One software 
company is doing well in a completely 
unrelated vertical market- hardware and oft
ware for floorcovering industry management 
- not glamorous ... not risky , either. 

Another aspect of the crisis in the insur
ance industry i evident in attitude about 
Social Security. A Yankelovich , Skelly , & 
White survey howed 73 percent of " young 
profes ionals" aged 25 to 39 have "little or 
no confidence" in the Social Security ystem; 
40 percent believe they are likely not to 
receive anything from it. 

Well , what part do computers play in thi 
drama? My conclu ion, based on research and 
conversations with numerous people in the 
field , i that computers didn ' t create the 
problem we' re currently facing , and they 
shouldn ' t be counted on to olve it. The lia
bility dilemma, according to Time, boils down 
to a matter of statistical logic and insurer psy
chology. Computer might be used to calcu
late the former, but they ' re no help with the 
latter. They also can' t cure Americans' " sue
craziness," a phenomenon watched with a 
mixture of disgu t and wonder by the re t of 
the world . 

A success story amidst failure 
With so many companie going under, 

there are a few notable exceptions. I inter
viewed Tom Butter , director of communi
cations for one uch company, Pallm , Inc . of 

IO 

lndianapoli . The last couple of years have 
been the best in the company' IS-year 
history . 

Pallm' principals didn ' t set out to be in 
the insurance field . They came out of the data 
proces ing industry and had no knowledge of 
insurance, but IS years ago looked around and 
aid , " Who does it appear i really going to 

need progre sive thinking about data proce s
ing? Who' s paper-inten ive?" At thi time, 
the in urance indu try had taken off it fir t 
big bite of automation but hadn' t gone very 
far with it, so the principals decided to get 
involved in some insurance projects . 

Their product is titled Pallm-Vector, an 
integrated on-line office management system 
for in urance home office administration . 
They made two decisions at the beginning that 
now tum out to have been right on the money . 
It ' s taken a decade and a half to see it , but 
tho e two decisions have paid off. The first 
wa to write the software in COBOL. Fifteen 
years ago, that was a big step. The second was 
to unite all systems with a modular 
architecture. 

Pallm 's clients range from big companie 
like Prudential to smaller ones with to mil
lion dollars in written business annUally . 
Pallm aI 0 provides a service bureau for com
panie that don ' t have enough money for their 
own mainframe. 

Butter de cribes the dramatic change in 
the indu try- a couple of years ago one 
couldn' t get the larger insurance companies 
to pay attention to packaged vendors becau e 
the only way to do business with them was 
in-hou e. That thinking has rever ed itself 
because these companie took a hard look at 
how much money they were investing in 
updates and rewrites of internal systems and 

" collectively fainted ." According to Pallm, 
one of Pallm's u er had invested ISO million 
dollars over to years, including 30 to 40 
update of their system. An equivalent Pallm 
y tern wouldn' t cost them that much in a 

century . 
Butter addre ed the increasing difficulty 

of mall companie to obtain insurance: "It 
i a fact of life-the source of that fact i till 
somewhat ambiguou ." According to Butters, 
Ralph Nader and others accu e the insurance 
industry of having created a false is ue, but 
the fact of the matter i that the casualty com
panie beat them elves into a comer a few 
years back with price wars . They ' ve become 
debilitated over the la t few years. A lot of 
companie are simply not out there that were 
a few years ago. Other , uch as Pallm, are 
emerging stronger. 

Trouble in paradise 
The insurance industry has been hurt 

becau e of a phenomenon known a the 
" California Blight," says Butters , which in 
implest terms means ''I'm hurt . Someone's 

going to pay. " One effect of our court sys
tem has been a tronomicaJ increases in 
amounts being granted insured parties
money for the most part taken out of insurance 
companies' pockets, which were previously 
thought to be infmitely deep . 

The California Blight came out of a prac
tice in the Golden State called " joint and 
several liability . " According to Time' s insur
ance is ue, this type of liability " allows a 
plaintiff to sue everyone who might share in 
the responsibility for an accident, and if any 
one of the defendants i found to be partially 
at fault , that defendant may be forced to pay 
the entire judgment. " Also , in California 
there's virtually no time limit on when a per
son can sue for liability . Someone could wake 
up one morning five years after a cab acci
dent and ay , " I've got whiplash" and bring 
uit. 

Butter believes the factor most reponsi
ble for the problems is the ' 'peculiar Ameri
can notion that any time you have a problem, 
go to litigation over it. And if it 's worth going 
to litigation over, then somebody 's got to 
make some money on it. " The Japanese in 
particular find this very curious . The U.S. is 
the only country where this type of thinking 
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Computers didn't create the problem 
we're currently facing, and they 

shouldn't be counted on to solve it 

is common. According to Butters, Lloyd's of 
London (the largest foreign reinsurer that 
indemnifies American casualty companies 
against extraordinary loss) is " scared to death 
of what ' s going on. They think we' re nuts, 
that our juries are nuts, that our court system's 
crazy. " 

Ronald L. Martin is vice president and data 
processing manager for a division of Riepe, 
Buchanan & Piper, an insurance/accounting 
firm in Iowa City, Iowa. He cites three fac
tors in the difficulty small bu inesses are hav
ing in getting insurance: losses in certain 
facets of the insurance industry (these losses, 
combined with a lack of reserves, have 
resulted in the death of many companies) , 
interest income, and the economy . 

Except for micros, Martin 's division uses 
only DG equipment (an MY /4000 and 
MYIlOOOO) . His clients are companies that 
et up benefits packages for employers. The 

4000 is being used for internal company bus
iness, including project mana~ement. Every
thing that's operational is on the 10. The two 
MYs (plus a C330 used before the upgrade 
to the 4(00) have been " very reliable- 99 
percent uptime." 

Has the computer changed things? 
Martin comments on the comprehensive

ness of the computer' s effect on the insur
ance world: " It ' s impacted the industry in all 
facets-accounting, rate calculations-I'm not 
sure what the insurance industry would have 
done without it!" The computer has meant a 
real reduction in administrative services- this 
is clear to see when one realizes that 80 per
cent of most invoices is repeated from the 
previous month , for example. The computer 
does a better job of producing invoices and 
tatements and is an invaluable tool in mak

ing premium calculations, performing claims 
processing functions , and keeping track of 
accumulations and year-to-date information. 

Martin reports only one problem with his 
company ' s use of computers- insuring 
backups, especially in disaster situations. 

Where does he see his segment of the 
insurance industry (third party administration) 
going in the next 10 years? Martin predicts 
it will become " a much more service-oriented 
industry , providing insurance company serv
ices more locally ." This is an ironic twist-

whereas the common idea or fear concerning 
computers is the collection of vast amounts 
of data into huge data banks (the Big Brother 
theme, where this mass of information is used 

for harmful purposes) , computerization of the 
insurance industry is producing the 
opposite-decentralization of information to 
the local level. 

Circle 25 on reader service card 
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Focus ON: INSURANCE ______________ _ 

Computerization of the insurance 
industry is producing the decentralization 

of information to the local level 

According to Martin, "The insurance 
industry has become so large that one can no 
longer keep all the information necessary on 
one large data base or computer. Everything 
is decentralized . As things decentralize to the 
regional level and as data collection at that 
level fills up the computer system, it will need 
to be broken down again. The amount of 
information necessary i really snowballing 
the computer right now. Five years ago you 
were probably keeping half as much data on 
the computer as you are now, and that amount 
is likely to double again." 

Martin feels positively about his com
pany's future : three to five years from now 
the company will probably be in the market 
for an MV 120000. Within a year and a half 
he expects some of their clients will have their 
own remote terminals to be able to provide 
themselves with services in the claims pay-

ment or administration areas. 
Worlco Data Systems also has high hopes 

for the future, but only because they got out 
of the insurance field. James M. McMonagle 
is vice president and chief fmancial officer for 
Worlco , in King of Prussia, Pennsylvania . 
The company burned down in a large fire in 
January , 1984. In March of 1985, having 
suffered reversals in the marketplace because 
of the fire, they felt that in order to ensure 
the profitability and survival of the company 
they needed to get out of the insurance field . 
Their shelves still contain DG software and 
they have installations, but "it's very difficult 
to sell DG systems to the insurance market
place, especially when you've just had an 
enormous fire. " Two months after their deci
sion to shut down the insurance development 
group, the company returned to profitability, 
and they have stayed profitable since. 

Improve Your 
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BACKUP 
PERFORMANCE 

with the 

Disk Backup and Recovery SystemTM 
~ DBR Dump is faster than Dump and DUMP_II. 

~ DBR quickly retrieves files from any tape without enduring 
lengthy sequential searches. 

~ DBR eliminates the inconvenience of labeled tapes. 

~ DBR retrieves files from tapes with hard tape errors. 

~ DBR has full AOS and AOS/VS compatibility. 

Write or call for more informationl 
740 East 3900 South • Salt Lake City, Utah 84107 

(801,268·6671 

OMS Systems, Inc. 
ADVANCED SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 
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Canada's not-so-clean bill of health 
Although the most claim-happy, the 

United States isn' t the only country with 
insurance-related problems. Gordon R. Galer 
is assistant administrator for the Regional 
Medical Association of Hamilton (RMA) in 
Ontario, Canada. His firm processes some 
35 ,000 claims per month using a single com
puter system, a C350, and plans to upgrade 
within the next 24 months. 

I remember being envious when my father 
(a Canadian resident) told me of his "50-cent 
surgery." That amount wouldn' t buy an aspi
rin in a U.S . hospital, and he didn't even have 
to bury himself under the reams of paper 
involved in filing insurance claims as I have. 
However, Galer helped me realize socialized 
medicine isn' t as simple as it seems. In 
Ontario, the doctors are responsible for bill
ing the government for all services rendered. 
Every claim has to be coded by proce
dure/treatment, and there are thousands of 
codes . Each time a doctor sees a patient, he 
or she makes out a claim, which RMA stores 
on magnetic tape and sends to OHIP, the 
Ontario Health Insurance Plan. OHIP then 
pays RMA, and throws out claims that lack 
certain information. RMA is responsible for 
incorporating any changes in the insurance 
plan/procedures into their software, and incur
ring the cost of those changes. 

Canada is experiencing legal hassles as 
well. An insurance procedure currently caus
ing huge court battles in Ontario is labelled 
"opting out." By opting out, a doctor can 
choose to bill patients directly rather than bill
ing the government, and charge higher fees. 
The government is trying to pass a bill that 
will outlaw this practice completely , and doc
tors view the attempt as an affront . It's all 
"political and financial football ," Galer says. 

Back in the land that invented football , 
Time magazine states that no matter who you 
ask, the insurance crisis has been brought on 
by greed . Whose greed? "Insurers and some 
of their customers blame aggressive lawyers , 
inventive judges, and softhearted juries for 
twisting legal concepts of negligence into 
novel shapes to justify excessive damage 
awards to people who claim personal injury . " 
Although wise computer use may help com
panies to cut costs in an attempt to adjust to 
the new climate, ultimately the solution isn' t 
up to our computers. !J. 
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t. Data General 
DESKTOPS • MV 12000 DC 

CRTs • PRINTERS • DG/ONES 
MEMORY • DISKS • MULTIPLEXORS • CABLES 

ALSO OFFERING: AVAILABLE SOFTWARE: 
• MICOM. modem, tatistical multiplexors • OFFICE AUTOMATION. (OA Y ) 

• HEWLETT-PACKARD. Laserjet, Thinkjet, Plollers • ACCOUNTING· distribution, general, fund , membership 

• CIE PRINTERS . 3SOCPS, JOOLPM, 600LPM • MEDICAL/DENTAL/BILLING 
• DIGITAL PRODUCTS· switches, printer haring • COURSE ENROLLMENT 

devices • INVENTORY/MANAGEMENT 
• CABLES • aU types, tock and custom made 

• CUSTOM SOFTWARE 

IN STOCK FOR 
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 

TECHNICAL QUESTIONS? WE HAVE THE ANSWERS. 
There are many places to buy DG hardware and software . Some may have expertise in hardware, others may have skilled 
cable technicians or possible even software engineers . The chances that they have all the e are pretty slim. At Copley , we 
believe when a customer buys a system, he should not have to hunt for olutions to hi other needs or technical problems. 
Our staff of highly trained technicians are available to help solve hardware, software, cable and communications problems. 

SO, whether you're looking for a solution or a suggestion, call Copley. We have the answers. 



Focus ON: 4GL _____ ___________ _ 

Intelligent defaulting 
The power of the fourth generation 

Perhaps the most important difference 
between the third and fourth generation of 
software technology is what happens when the 
software isn't explicitly told what to do. 
Fourth generation languages (4GLs) can make 
default decisions in the absence of explicit 
instructions from the programmer. A good 
4GL takes the additional tep to intelligent 
defaulting: it can follow implicit instructions 
as well as explicit ones. 

A 4GL can make intelligent default deci-
ions because it has a built-in knowledge ba e 

of information about the data processing world 
in general , and the programmer's system in 
particular. Its ability to refer to the knowledge 
base means it doesn't require as much explicit 
information from the programmer. 

The knowledge ba e of a 4GL works at 
many levels . At the highest level, it contains 
information about computer applications in 
general. This information is in the form of a 
model (or series of models) that represents the 
general form of what a computer program 
should be and how it should be organized. 
Each 4GL has its own unique model-you 
could think of it as the central philosophy of 
the language. It cannot be changed by the 
programmer. 

At the next level, the knowledge base con
tains information about the operating environ
ment of the program- the computer operating 
system, the data base system, and so on. By 
having this information available but isolated 
from the user's program, the 4GL can auto
matically deal with any peculiarities of the 
operating environment without requiring 
changes to the user's program. A program 
written in a 4GL can be moved to an entirely 
different computer with no change , and it will 
till work properly . 

At the lowe t level , the knowledge ba e 
contains information about the user 's specific 
application . This level contains information 
such as application security, default locking 
strategy, and organization of the files and ele
ments that make up the data base. This level 
of the knowledge base i under complete con
trol of the programmer (or the data base 
administrator) , and is generally in the form 
of a data dictionary . It can contain as much 
or a little information as the u er wants . 

In general, any information that is static 
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(unchanging) for the application should be 
tored in the knowledge ba e . It i important 

to note that the information in the data dic
tionary can be added to , modified, or deleted 
at any time. This mean the dictionary is able 
to evolve and change to reflect the current 
need of the user' s application . 

When a programmer writes a program 
using a 4GL, the language interprets the 
programmer' instructions according to the 
language's internal model of what a program 
should be (the highe t level of the knowledge 
base) . Default decision are made according 
to what fits the model , and according to the 
operating environment of the program (the 

econd level) . Finally , the program i aug
mented with information from the user's data 
dictionary (the third level) . Minimal specifi
cations from the programmer thu re ult in 
a very complex and consistent final 
program-complete with application security , 
data base locking, and data integrity- all 
generated automatically . 

Becau e of the intelligent default decisions 
the 4GL makes on the programmer' s behalf, 
the programs are generally maller, less com
plex (externally), and more flexible than pro
grams written in traditional 3GLs. The result 
is greater programmer productivity and 
improved consistency between programs of 
the same application. 

by Dave Edmunds 
Special to Focus 

There are many theories and prediction 
about artificial intelligence and fifth genera
tion programming languages . An important 
difference between fourth generation and fifth 
generation technology will be the philosophy 
used for making default deci ions . 

A 4GL ba es it default deci ion on it 
internal model of computer programs, and on 
information about the application that the u er 
supplies through the data dictionary . The 
model never changes, and the additional infor
mation must be explicit. 

Fifth generation oftware, on the other 
hand , will learn from what the programmer 
has done in the past , and will adju t its own 
ba ic model to match the programmer' s par
ticular view of programming. The important 
thing is that fifth generation software will 
" learn" implicitly from pa t experience, 
rather than having to be told explicitly through 
the data dictionary . 

One of the subtle factor that influences 
programmers ' attitudes towards a 4GL is the 
language' model of the " perfect" program. 
The clo er the model matches the way a par
ticular programmer thinks, the more that 
programmer will like that particular language, 
and the more powerful the language will be 
for that programmer. If a fifth generation lan
guage i able to learn from the programmer 
and adju t its model to match the program
mer 's style, it will become a programming 
tool tuned to the user. The more the program
mer uses the language, the more power the 
programmer will get out of it. 

" Intelligent defaulting" i one of the most 
important areas in the evolution of program
ming languages. It is what makes fourth 
generation technology so much more power
ful than the third generation, and it i leading 
the way towards the fifth generation and artifi
cial intelligence. !J. 

Dave Edmunds is a senior member of the 
research division of Cognos Corporation , 
where he has been working in the area of 
fourth generation software technology since 
1978. He can be reached for questions or 
comments at 2 Corporate Place 1-95, 
Peabody, MA 01960; 6171720-1503. 
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DATA GENERAL'S NEW LINE OF 
CRTS AT ROCK BOTTOM PRICES. 

BRAND NEW EQUIPMENT 

0·214 

0·215 

0·411 

0·461 

$595. 

675. 

895. 

1,125. 
Price listed includes monitor, keyboard 
and power cable. 
OEM s and volume buyers call for quan
tity discounts. 

Data General has introduced a new line of CRTs and Alpha-Kenco has them at rock bottom prices. Now you can purchase 
brand new Data General terminals priced lower than compatibles. This new line of Data General CRTs features: screen
saver-for extended life; soft set-up-for easy installation; blink, dim, reverse video and underscore on a character-by
character basis; alphanumeric display; low-profile, ergonomically-designed keyboard with tactile feedback; small 
footprint packaging; industry-standard asynchronous communications interface; Oata General Oasher™ 0-200 and 
0-400 series compatibility. 
From cables to Desktop Generation™, from the MV/2000™ to the MVl20,OOOTM, for printers, memory and communications we 
are the one stop source for all your Data General needs. All equipment is brand new, in stock, fully warranted by Data General, 
eligible for a service contract and of course sold at the lowest price. Compare and save. 

AI.PHA·KENCO INC. 
SYSTEMS AND ELECTRONICS 

1365 39th Street, Brooklyn, NY 11218 
Formerly Kenco Data Systems Inc. 

For further information and FREE catalog call: 
TOll FREE 

_·44·KENCO 
In New York State 
(718) 633-2800 

Telex: 232463 ALEC UR 

Dasher, Desktop Generation , MVl2000 and MV/20,OOO are trademarks 01 Data General Corp. Photo courtesy 01 Data General Corp. 
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BBASIC BUSINESS ________________ _ 

Mail BBag 
Readers talk back 
by George Henne / Contributing Editor 

It 's time once again to empty out the mail
bag. I've been getting an increa ing amount 
of re ponse to the e column -which I take 
a a trong indication that Focus ha a vital 
and growing readership. I'm not only sur
prised at the amount of the feedback I get; I'm 
also impres ed by the amount of knowledge 
the average Focus reader has about his or her 
system. 

I'm always a bit taken aback when I write 
a column that inspires a re pon e from some
one at Data General. I wa e pecially ur
pri ed recently when I received a letter from 
the developer of AOSIDVS (al 0 known as 
the Di tributed Environment Virtual Operat
ing System-"DEVIOS") . The writer said 
my observation that AOSIDVS was going to 
be stuck permanently with this unflattering 
nickname wa nothing new within DG. They 
had called it Devious all along . The letter 
appears to be legitimate-it had a Westboro 
postmark and mail top number. Who email 
top it is I haven't found out yet. 

Another issue rai ed a few columns back 
has re urfaced. In January I de cribed DG' 
plan to change RDOS Bu ine BASIC 0 it 
would u e the RDOS mux driver instead of 
it own. This would mean Ie s duplicate code 
for DG to upport , and would allow Business 
BASIC to more easily take advantage of new 
devices a they come out. A potential draw
back is that the secondary interrupt key would 
not be supported as it i now. DG invited those 
who think they might have problems with this 
to contact them. 

The replies from reader on thi point were 
quite interesting. One user, in particular, was 
concerned because he has interfaced his S/280 
with an AT&T Enhanced 911 sy tern. Emer
gency calls that come in on the 911 system 
automatically fill out portions of the input 
screen with information such a the telephone 
number of the caller. The AT&T unit sends 
me sages that are terminated by a variety of 
characters. For purpose of speed, the user 
doe not want to check the output character
by-character. In tead, he u es all the unpend 
and interrupt keys. Data General i currently 
working with the cu tomer to come up with 
a olution. 

This u er might be facing a real problem. 
The difficulties many other u ers face won' t 
be as bad , since the econdary interrupt can 
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till be used a long as CTRL-C is entered 
first. However, if you think you might run 
into problems with this , Data General is still 
very much interested in talking with you. I 
can help you if you want to get in touch with 
them. 

Incidentally, I mentioned in November 
that the largest terminal count I had seen on 
an RDOS BBASIC sy tern was at the site of 
one of our customers-they were running 27 
CRT , two serial printer, a time clock , and 
two sy tern printers on an S/280. That cus
tomer has ince upgraded to an MV/ IOOOO , 
so we have a new champ. It's none other than 
the aforementioned u er with the interface to 
the 911 sy tern ; he has 26 on-line users (plus 
printers and the AT&T units) . He write , 
"Seldom does the S/280 even flinch. It is a 
very fast machine, and that, coupled with revi
sion 8.00 of Business BASIC, makes it a 
showpiece. " 

But how does our client who converted to 
the MV/lOOOO from the S1280 feel? He says 
the speed is unbelievable: he ay it ' s barely 
po ible to tell any difference in respon e time 
from 1 terminal to 25 going full bla t! 

How hard doe BBASIC work an MV 
cla CPU? There are 0 many variable it' 
tough to give a quick answer. We had the 
opportunity recently to run the Data General 
performance monitor on one of our ystems. 
The results were intere ting. 

We ran it on an MV/4000 with 17 very 
heavy users . The system has 2 MB of 
memory , and a 354 MB disk. Respon e time 
on the ystem is excellent, but our local DG 
office wanted to know how the resources were 
being used before recommending our software 
to a client of theirs. 

It wa n' t much of a surpri e that the 
memory was fully used . Of course, the moni
tor u ed a significant amount of memory 
(equivalent to several BBASIC jobs) , but the 
u er load was such that more memory could 
peed up the system. What was a surprise was 

the amount of CPU time being consumed: the 
CPU wa only about 50 percent utilized- and 
a third of that wa by the operating y tern! 
The di k was also loafing-when a request 
was made of it , it was already bu y ju t 17 
percent of the time. Up to 40 percent is u ually 
con idered acceptable. 

If you are concerned about the perfor
mance of your MV system, you might con-
ider running the performance monitor on it. 

I don't think everyone should rush out and buy 
the monitor, though . In the end, all it can tell 
you is to get more memory, buy another disk 
drive, or get a bigger CPU. However, Data 
General system engineers have been known 
to put the monitor on users' systems for just 
a few minutes to show them how it works. 
That might be all you need. 

There's been a change of leadership at 
Data General for Business BASIC marketing. 
Rus ell Harms, who met many BBASIC users 
at the 1985 NADGUG Conference, has left 
Data General . His replacement is Paul 
Norman. You can reach him at Data General 
in Westboro. 

I was happy to receive a newsletter from 
the NADGUG Busines BASIC Special 
lntere t Group this month. The BBASIC SIG 
has been rather quiet for a while, because the 
president has been quite busy with his fulltime 
job. He is looking for volunteers to help or 
replace him. If you would like to help out , 
or ju t become a member, you can contact the 
BBASIC SIG as follows : BB SIG, c/o Mark 
Strickland, Evans Paints, Inc., P.O. Box 
4096, Roanoke, VA 24015. Dues are only 
$10 per year, so you really have no excu e 
not to join. 

I'm told DG now has rev 4.20 of 
AOSIVS Business BASIC in beta test. It's not 
radically different- more of a refinement revi
sion, with fixes for some of the outstanding 
STR . Two of the new change are support 
for big PIDs: since the MV/20000 theoreti
cally supports up to 1008 terminals , the field 
size for PID number must be expanded, and 
the . VL file structure will be changed to allow 
larger file . A field which was formerly only 
2 bytes in the header will be expanded. 

A recent call from a user dealt with the 
problem of backups, or lack of them. I'm 
always amazed when I get calls like this. The 
customer had been running his new MV sys
tem for everal months, and had been careful 
to back up his application files on a regular 
ba i . The DG field engineer came in to look 
at a problem, and when he left, the disk would 
no longer boot. It had to be cold-started , and 
all the information reloaded. 

What good wa a complete backup of the 
application file when the programs, macros , 
operating system gen, and all the utilities were 
not backed up? Sure, they could be recreated . 
But this was going to take a couple of weeks , 
and the system would be down until this work 
was complete. There didn ' t seem to be any 
hortcuts. 
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The user wa genuinely sorry he hadn't 
done that backup. I doubt very much he will 
ever forget one again. But why is it that it 
always eems to take a disaster before peo
ple realize how important routine backups 
are? In this case, the stuff most likely wasn't 
backed up becau e the system ha a 354 MB 
drive and a streamer tape. If you have ever 
used this combination, you know that backup 
is a lengthy and somewhat unreliable process . 
To do a complete backup probably seemed to 
be more trouble than it was worth- at the 
time . 

Take a minute to think about what would 
happen if your di k drive were completely 
wiped out. How long would it take before you 
were up and running again? If you have to do 
anything more than just copy simple backup 
tapes (or di ks) , I suggest you do a complete 
backup today. (P.S. If you're the manager, 
and the operator are responsible for doing 
the backup, don ' t just assume they're doing 
it. I've een many sites where the operators 
have figured out they can get another hour of 
work in if they kip the backup. Especially 
at month end!) 

Finally, a few more words on a subject that 
ha brought me more respon e than anything 
else. Having a steady supply of power is vital 
to MV class machines. In my opinion, the bat
tery backup solutions DG provides are too 
expensive and not effective enough . In last 
December's issue (page 32) , I told about some 
of the success we have had u ing third party 
Uninterruptable Power Supplies (UPS) . 

The power problem will become more 
acute with the MVI2000 DC, because Data 
General doesn ' t offer any battery backup for 
it. This appears to be a glaring deficiency
but then the competition doesn ' t include bat
tery backup either, and they need it just a 
badly . 

Data General hasn ' t recommended any 
alternative olution yet. My column elicited 
a lot of response from u ers who recognize 
the problem and are looking for good , cost
effective solutions. (This concerns everybody, 
not ju t Business BASIC users) . 

If you have tried a particular combination 
of UPS and Data General and had some suc
cess (or no success!) , why not share it with 
other Focus readers? Send me your story and 
I'll write up the results in a future column .A 

As vice president of MICOM Computer 
Systems, George Henne has worked with many 
Business BASIC users during the past 7 years. 
Send questions or comments to him at 575 
Madison Avenue, Suite 1006, New York , NY 
10022; 416/445-4823. 
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Applications Backlog? 
Paint yourself out of a 
comer with InFoCen's® 4GL 

N ow you have a chOice in creen generation. Be creative and paint that cu tom 
designed form for data entry. Or take it easy and let InFoCen produce a 
standard creen for you . 

InFoCen's Macro facility ha been enhanced with programming techniques uch a 
variable definition, looping, logical condition , functions and menu creation. 

Be more productive tOday. Combine InFoCen's forms and Macro capabilities into com
plete menu-driven applications. 

InFoCen has something for everyone, from the end u er to the computer professional. 
Forms and Macro complement an already impres ive list of modules: Relational DBM , 
Editmask, Graphics, Statistics, lmportlExport, Report Writer, etwork, DeSigner and 
the FORTRA ubroutine library. 

Move into the 4th generation with InFoCen. Easy to use and just a phone call away ... 

1-800-525-2001 
(In Colorado Call 303-223-2722) 

Authorized GSA I 
ADP SuppUer. I 
InFoCen'" is a r<gl ,ered 

",demark of 3CI. "II ~ 

155 W. Harvard Fort Collins, CO 80525 
Newport Beach, CA-Washington, D.C. 

Circle 1 on reader service card 

Availability 
• Dec VAX 
• Dec MicroVAX 
• OG MV 
• CD Cyber 
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INSIDE ICOBOL ------------_____ _ 

So who needs Fortran?part2 
by Tim Boyer 
Contributing Editor 

La t month, I started to show you how to 
write cientific routines in ICOBOL. My rea
son for getting involved with such a strange 
enterprise was that our lab needed multi
terminal calculations that could hook into 
existing ISAM files . In last month ' s column 
I covered the sine, cosine and tangent func
tions, and finished up with the arcsine rou
tine, which really needs a square root routine 
to work well . So dig out your old copy (you 
do keep this magazine, don't you?) and we' ll 
get started. For those of you who don't have 
last month's issue-maybe it ' s time you joined 
NADGUG! 

The square root routine is familiar to any
one who took an algebra course in the Bad 
01 ' Days- before calculators . You took the 
number that you wanted to find the square root 
of, approximated the root, and divided the 
approximation into the original number. Then 
you took the average of the result and your 
approximation , made that average your new 
approximation, and repeated until your 
teacher told you that you were close enough . 

Sounds complicated, but in COBOL the 
longest process is finding the approximation , 
like so: 
MOVE .DOI TO APPROX . 

If ORIGINAL-NUMBER> .DOI MOVE . 1 

TO APPROX , 

ELSE If ORIGINAL-NUMBER> . 1 MOVE 

I TO APPROX , 

ELSE If ORIGINAL-NUMBER> lDO MOVE 

10 TO APPROX , 

ELSE If ORIGINAL-NUMBER> 10000 
MOVE 100 TO APPROX , 

ELSE If ORIGINAL-NUMBER > 1000000 

MOVE 1000 TO APPROX , 

ELSE If ORIGINAL-NUMBER> 100000000 

MOVE 10000 TO APPROX, 

ELSE If ORIGINAlrNUMBER> 10000000000 

MOVE 100000 TO APPROX . 

Now it's only a matter of how many times 
you want to repeat the divide/average/divide 
routine. I've found that to repetitions are 
more than adequate, as you can see in table 
I. This mall number of repetitions also makes 
the routine fast enough to be useful. 
DIVIDE ORIGINAL-NUMBER BY APPROX 

PERfORM COMPUTE-SQUARE-RooT 10 

TlMES. 
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GO TO COMPUTE-THE-RooT-EXIT . 

COMPUTE-SQUARE-ROOT. 

DIVIDE ORIGINAL-NUMBER BY SQUARE

ROOT-Of-NUMBER 

GIVING APPROX ROUNDED . 

COMPUTE SQUARE-RooT-Of-NUMBER 

ROUNDED = 

(SQUARE-RooT-Of-NUMBER + 

APPROX) 1 2. 

Table 1: Square root results 

Number Calculator Computer 

. 00001 0 . 003163 0 . 003163 

.01 0 . 100000 0 . 100000 

2 1 . 414214 1. 414214 

10 3 . 162278 3 . 162278 

9999999 3162 . 2775 3162 . 2775 

With a little experimenting, the number of 
iteration could probably be cut down without 
much loss in accuracy- as you can see, my 
results on the computer are identical with 
those from my calculator. I'm playing it safe, 
though , and not worrying much about 
speed-after all , running this routine 1,000 
times only takes I minute! 

Now, how does this help with the arcsine? 
Well you change your code in the arcsine rou
tine I gave you last month to look like thi : 
IF SINE-Of-ANGLE > .5 

COMPUTE ORIGINAL-NUMBER ROUNDED 
= I - (SINE-Of-ANGLE •• 2), 

PERfORM COMPUTE-SQUARE-RooT, 

MOVE SQUARE-RooT-Of-NUMBER TO 

SINE-Of-ANGLE, 

PERFORM COMPUTE-ARCSINE, 

COMPUTE ARCSINE-Of-ANGLE 

ROUNDED = 1.570795 , 
ELSE PERFORM COMPUTE-ARCSINE. 

Tho e of you who want a mathematical 
justification for what I'm doing can look it up 
in a trigonometry textbook. This modification 
gives us two-decimal-point accuracy over the 
entire range, which should be more than 
ufficient- unless you're running navigation 

programs in ICOBOL. 
Now comes the trickie t functions of all

the logarithim and antilogarithm. If you've 

tayed with me so far , tick around- these 
may be a little complicated , but they are the 
mo t u eful routines yet. 

The formula for the logarithm i : 
2 « x- l /x+I ) + 1/3(x - l /x+ I)·*3 + 

1/5(x- l/x + 1)*·5) 

which really isn't as bad as it looks . The 
COBOL code i a simple a our previou 
function : 
COMPUTE LOGARITHM-Of-NUMBER 

ROUNDED = 
(ORIGINAL-NUMBER - I) 1 (ORIGINAL

NUMBER + I). 

COMPUTE LOGARITHM-Of-NUMBER 

ROUNDED = 

LOGARITHM-Of-NUMBER + 

LOGARITHM-Of-NUMBER .* 3) 1 3) + 

LOGARITHM-Of-NUMBER •• 5) 1 5) + 

LOGARITHM-Of-NUMBER •• 7) 1 7) + 

LOGARITHM-Of-NUMBER •• 9) 1 9) + 

LOGARITHM-Of-NUMBER ** II ) 1 II) + 

LOGARITHM-Of-NUMBER *. 13) 1 13) + 

LOGARITHM-Of-NUMBER *. 15) 1 15) + 

LOGARITHM-Of-NUMBER *. 17) 1 17) + 

LOGARITHM-Of-NUMBER *. 19) 1 19) + 

LOGARITHM-Of-NUMBER . * 21) 1 21 ). 

MULTlPLY 2 BY LOGARITHM-Of-

NUMBER ROUNDED. 

In thi ca e, the formula i simple 
enough- it' the etting-up exercises that are 
a pain . This algorithm works very well with 
numbers between 0. 1 and 1.0. The next step 
is to get your input number into that range. 

In order for the conversion routine to 
work, it needs a number greater than I. If the 
original number is zero or negative, you can't 
find its logarithm anyway, 0 put a sentence 
at the beginning of this routine that tates " [F 
ORlGINAL-NUMBER < = ZERO THEN 
GOTO THIS-ROUTINE-EXIT". If the num
ber is fractional , I u e the following code: 
If ORIGINAL-NUMBER < I 
MOVE " Y" TO DECIMAL-fLAG , 

COMPUTE ORIGINAL-NUMBER 

ROUNDED = 

I 1 ORIGINAL-NUMBER . 

Thi gives me an ORlGINAL-NUMBER 
greater than one, and the DECIMAL-FLAG 
simply keeps track of whether or not I've 
inverted the number. 

Now for the fun part . My WORKING
STORAGE for this routine looks like thi : 
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INSIDE ICOBOL ________________ _ 

77 ORIGINAL-NUMBER PIC 9(12)V9(6) . 

77 LOGARITHM-OF-NUMBER PIC 

S9(6)V9(12). 

77 T ALLY PIC 9(2). 

77 DECIMAL-FLAG PIC X( I) VALUE 

"N". 
01 CHECK-DECIMALS PIC Z(12).9(6). 

01 REDEFINE-CHECK-DECIMALS RE

DEFINES CHECK-DECIMALS. 

03 DECIMAL-CHECK OCCURS 19 

TIMES PIC X( I). 

To find out how large this number is , I do 
the following : 
MOVE ORIGINAL-NUMBER TO CHECK

DECIMALS. 

PERFORM DUMMY-PARAGRAPH VARY

ING TALLY FROM I BY I 

UNTIL DECIMAL-CHECK(T ALLY) NOT 

= SPACES. 

COMPUTE TALLY = 12 - TALLY. 

Becau e I am redefining a zero-suppress 
field as alphanumeric, the data in DECIMAL
CHECK will be blank until a number comes 
up . If the number is 9 ,876,543 ,210, then the 
field will be blank through the first two places. 

BUSINESS 
BASIC 

Software Packages 
I 

TALLY will have a value of 2 , and when I 
subtract this value from 12, TALLY will be 
10. My next statement is 
COMPUTE ORIGINAL-NUMBER 

ROUNDED = 
ORIGINAL-NUMBER 1 ( 10 ** TALLY). 

The resulting ORIGINAL-NUMBER will 
always be between .1 and I , in this case 
0.987 .... Now we're ready to put this 
number through our first formula . After that's 
done, the result must be brought back into 
scale, since we divided the original number 
by 10 ** TALLY. Since you multiply 
logarithms by addition , and exponentiate by 
multiplication , this code becomes 
COMPUTE LOGARITHM-OF-NUMBER 

ROUNDED = 
LOGARITHM-OF-NUMBER + (TALLY * 
2 .3025851). 

(since 2.3025851 is the natural log of 10) . 
Then , to correct if your original number was 
a fraction , 
IF DECIMAL-FLAG = "Y" 

MULTIPLY - I BY LOGARITHM-OF-

NUMBER. 

ICOBOL 
Software Packages 

by EDS COMMERCIAL DATA SYSTEMS 
CORPORAT IO N 

by MCBATM 
2812 New Spring Rd. • Suile 100 • Atlanta. GA 30339 • 404/436·6565 

For Data General Desktop Thru MV/10000 RDOS. AOS. AOSNS 

Business 
BASIC ICOBOL Options 

• Order Entry/Billing X X • Software only 
• Inventory Control X X • Software plus support 
• Accounts Receivable X X services 
• Accounts Payable X X • Software plus hardware 
• General Ledger X X plus support services 
• Payroll X X • Software modification 
• Purchasing X • Custom Software 
• Fixed Assets X • Turnkey Systems 
• Manufacturing X 

• RDOS to AOS and (BOMP, MRP. WOS. 
Routing) AOSNS conversions 

• Word Processing X X a specialty 
• Client Wrileup (CPA) X X 

AUTHORIZED ~. Data General SYSTEM SUPPLIER 

Circle 6 on reader service card 
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I know this is beginning to look like a page 
out of Scientific American, but the coding 
really isn 't that difficult- you can ignore the 
rationale behind it if you want. And the effort 
is worthwhile- I have mortgage tables , 
present value, etc ., running in ICOBOL! 

Keep these routines in copy files and the 
procedure becomes easy . For instance, to find 
the value of $1 00 compounded monthly at 12 
percent for 66 months, the code looks like 
this : 
MOVE 1.01 TO ORIGINAL-NUMBER. 

PERFORM COMPUTE-LOGARITHM . 

MULTIPLY 66 BY LOGARITHM-OF-

NUMBER 

G[vING ORIGINAL-NUMBER 

ROUNDED. 

PERFORM FIND-ANTILOGARITHM . 

MULTIPLY 100 BY ANTILOGARITHM-OF

NUMBER . 

Despite all the playing around with num
bers we've been doing, the results are very 
accurate (see table 2) 

Table 2: Logarithm Results 

Number Calculator Computer 

. 001 -6.907755 - 6.907755 

.5 - 0.693147 -0 . 693147 

1.01 0.009950 0 . 009950 

10 2 . 302585 2.302585 

50 3 . 912023 3.912009 

Merci"fully , the antilogarithm routine is 
much easier. The routine works best for 
values between . 1 and I , so we still have to 
do some manipulation , but the range of pos
sible inputs is much maller (the antilog of30 
is about ten trillion!) , so we can use an IF 
statement. 
IF ORIGINAL-NUMBER < - 10 MOVE 

- 100 TO DIVIDE-FACTOR 

ELSE IF ORIGINAL-NUMBER < 0 MOVE 

- 10 TO DIVIDE-FACTOR 

ELSE IF ORIGINAL-NUMBER < 10 MOVE 

10 TO DIVIDE-FACTOR 

ELSE MOVE 100 TO DIVIDE-FACTOR. 

COMPUTE ANTILOG-OF-NUMBER 

ROUNDED = 

ORIGINAL-NUMBER 1 DIVIDE

FACTOR. 

COMPUTE ANTILOG-OF-NUMBER 

ROUNDED = 

ANTILOG-OF-NUMBER + 

(continued on page 41) 
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THE PERSONAL SYSTEM FOR PEOPLE 
UI00 YEARS" ON THE GO 

Free Commemorative Statue of Liberty 
Gift With Purclurse. 

SUPER SALE 
2212 DG/One with 256KB one 
3.5" drive . ..... . .. . . .. ... . ... .. ....... . 1395 

2223 DG/one with 256KB two 3.5" drives and 
300 modem . . . .... . ............. . ..... . 2095 

2227 DG/One with 512KB two 3.5" drives and 
300 modem . ... . ..... . .. . .... . ...... . .. 2495 

DESKTOPS, NEW IN STOCK 
25% OFF LIST 

NOW IN STOCK 
AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR THE DG/ONE AND DESKTOP GENERATION 

SYSTEMS & PROCESSORS 

9903-1 MV/4000 2MB, DTM, 
354BM SI S ................ CALL 

90199 CS/200B 1 MB, 50MB DISK. 
1600 BPI , AMI-8 
1344 RACK ............... 13500 

9834-0 S/ 120 512KB, 73MB, 
1600BPI . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12500 

8732-R S/ 120 ECLIPSE 512KB ...... 3900 
8622-VA CI 150 1MB, EXP. CHASSIS, 

3 BAY RACK ............... 4900 
8678-V S/ 140 ECLIPSE 1024KB ..... 7900 
8678-N S/ 140 ECLIPSE 256KB ...... 5900 
8395-N NOVA 4X 256KB 16 SLOT ... 3900 
8611 -N S/ I30 ECLIPSE 256KB ...... 1900 
8586 NOVA 3/0 128KB .......... 1200 

DISK DRIVES & MAG TAPE 

6160 74MB WINCHESTER SI S ...... 8500 
6234 50MB DISK SIS ............... 4200 
6122 277MB DISK SI S ..... _ ....... 9500 
6061 192MB DISK SI S ............. 4900 
6060 96MB DISK SI S .... . .......... 2900 
6067 50MB DISK SI S ............... 2200 
6045 10MB DISK SI S ............... 1200 
6070 20MB DISK SI S ............... 1200 
6098 12.5MB WITH 1.28 SIS ........ 1200 
6100 25MBWITH1 .28S/S .......... 17oo 
6102 12.5MB MiCRO ................ 700 
6026 DUAL MODE MAG. 

TAPE SIS .................... 6000 
6125 1600BPI STREAMER SIS ...... 2700 

MEMORIES 

8765 2MB MV UNIVERSAL ......... 6500 
8708 2MB MV/8000 ................ 3600 
8716 1MB C/ 150 ................... 3500 
8754 512KB S/ 140 ................. 2900 
8687 256KB S/ 140 ..........•...... 1900 
8387 256KB NOVAl4 ............... 1900 
8656 256KB ECLiPSE ......•.•...... 900 
8637 64KB ECLiPSE ................ 250 

8547 64KB NOVAl3 MOS ............ 400 
8545 16KB NOVAl3 CORE .......... 150 

TERMINALS & PRINTERS 

0-210. 0-211 . 0 -410, 0 -460, 
D-470C . ....................... CALL 

6108 0-200 CRT . .............•...... 395 
6106 0-100 CRT ..................... 395 
6053 0-2 CRT ....................... 350 
6052 0 -1 CRT ....................... 250 
6130 0 -400 ........................ . 550 
Bl000 1000 LPM BAND PRINTER . . . 7500 
4327 300 LPM D.C. SIS ............. 4500 
4215 600 LPM D.C. SIS ............. 4900 
4355 340 CPS P.I.O. SI S ............ 2900 
9125 300 LPM CS/40/50/60no ...... 1000 
4218 300 LPM P.I.O. SI S .......... " 1500 
6074 LP-2 180 CPS EXPAND. 

CONDo NEW ................... 575 
6075 TP-2 280 CPS .................. 695 
6195 TP-2 180 CPS ................. 1200 
4518/452235 CPS LETTER QUALITY .. 850 
DIABLO 630 LETTER QUALITY ..... . . 850 
4014/4034 P.I.O. CONTROLLER .. . .... 450 
005-8096 DATA CONTOLLER ......... 450 
4221 -A DESKTOP PRINTER 

CONTROLLER ................ 450 

COMMUNICATIONS 

4342 ATI-16 ....................... 2650 
4340 AMI-8 ........................ 1150 
4257 ALM-16 ....................... 750 
4261 EIA DAUGHTER BOARD ....... 140 
4260 20MA DAUGHTER BOARD ..... 100 
4255 ALM-8 ........................ 495 
4254 DCU-2oo ...................... 750 
4250 DCU-50 ....................... 550 
4251 ULM-5 SYC ................... 495 
4242 ULM-5 WITH SYC ............. 695 
4358 IAC-16 ....................... 2900 
9165 SBS-TCU ..................... 150 
4240 IPB ........................... 500 
5898 MCA STAR .............. . ... CALL 

Call for other unlisted equipment on sale 

DATA INVESTORS CORPORATION 
6 West 18th Street, New York, N.Y. 10011, (212) 675-1000 

SPECIALIZING IN DATA GENERAL EQUIPMENT 

Circle 16 on reader service card 



SYSTEMS MANAGER'S LOG ______________ _ 

First things first 
More information 
about a favorite 
subject - priorities 
by Brian Johnson 
Contributing Editor 

:PRIORITIESJ} 
A few month back , I wrote a column on 

one of my favorite subject : proce priori
ties. It drew quite a few comments . Thi 
month I'm going to clear up a few foggy areas 
in the previou column and add orne new 
information. 

: RECAP 
In the previou column , I recommended 

that the average AOS{IVS} system would 
benefit from having all proces es run at the 
same priority , pecifically SWAPPABLE 2. 
Thi cherne take advantage of the heuri tic 
scheduling algorithm in AOS{IVS} that moni
tors proce behavior and a ign it a subpri
ority from I to 6 based on its past behavior. 

The recommendation still stand . 
The easiest way to implement thi cherne 

i to u e PREDITOR to et everybody' pri
ority to 2 , and make the following changes 
to your UP macro: add a PRIORITY 2 2 com
mand at the top, add a CONTROL @EXEC 
PRIORITY/PREEMPT @dev 128 for each 
spooled device, and add a CONTROL 
@EXEC PRIORITY (1 ,2 ,3,4) 3 to lower the 
priority of the batch tream . 

: EXCEPTIONS 
Like any general recommendation , thi 

one ha exception. They fall into two 
categorie : Can't Help and Can't Hurt. 

Proce es that require a resident proces 
type (like PMGR, GSMGR, SLDCU, and 
SLISC) fall into the Can't Help category and 
hould be left alone. 

Proce e like XLPT, which consume tiny 
amount of CPU and memory, and that 
behave badly if they don't get it (frequent 
pause on fast printer) , fall into the Can't 
Hurt category and hould get a higher priority . 

Processes that do not have human at tubes 
directly involved with their execution , like 
batch tream , hould get a lower priority . 
Thi save AOS{IVS} the time and effort of 
determining that their behavior is noninter
active (which can take a few econd) and 
cranking their ubpriority down to 6 . 
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:MEA-CULPA 
In the previou column I recommended 

lowering the priority of re ident AOS/VS 
Can ' t Help proces e to Group 2; specifically 
258. Several u er reported problems when 
they tried to do this . Unfortunately, lower
ing a re ident (or preemptible) proce s ' pri
ority to Group 2 does not cau e it to get 
cheduled heuri tically. Instead, AOS/VS 

unconditionally chedules the process a if it 
were noninteractive (TSE = 6 for you inter
nals junkie) . 

I checked out the ystem of everal of the 
people who reported problem and found that 
the re ident 258 proce s wa getting CPU
tarved becau e the remaining processe at 
wappable 2 were all more interactive (TSE 
< 6 for you freaks) and were con uming clo e 
to 100 percent of the CPU. That effectively 
hut out the re ident 258 proce , cau ing 

problems. 
As a re ult , I hereby re cind my advice 

about changing Can't Help proces eS to Group 
2 prioritie on AOSIVS: con ider them to be 
Can ' t Hurt and leave them alone. 

:ABERRANT 
Over the pa t few years I've run into a 

common problem on AOS{IVS} which I call 
Aberrant Proce Behavior. See if thi 
cenario ring a bell : re pon e time i fine 

until a u er run a particular program, u ually 
a piece of homegrown oftware or a third 
party package, and u ually a program that i 
non interactive (like a report , or a spreadsheet 
during recompute). While the program i run
ning, re pon e time goe in the toilet for all 
interactive u ers. 

You run PED and check for wapping: 
there i n' t any. You run DISCO and check 
the disk : they ' re not overly bu y . A pa s 
through HISTO and HISTOREPORT shows 
o percent idle CPU , a not-unexpected result 
con idering that a non interactive proce 
running . 

So what' wrong? In theory, the 
AOS{IVS} scheduler should detect that this 
particular program is non interactive and lower 
it priority accordingly, clearing the way for 
the truly interactive proce es . A final check 
u ing PED to di play the subprioritie (lTSE 
for AOSIVS and ?PSEX for AOS) shows that 
the aberrant process has a subpriority of I , 
2 , or 3, indicating that AOS{IVS} con ider 
it to be relatively interactive. 

A ide: dedicated y tern con i ting 

entirely of aberrant proce e work ju t fine. 
It's only when aberrant proce e try to co
exist with normal proce e that the problem 
surface . Several big OEMs have di covered 
to their di may that their package work fine 
on dedicated sy tern , but rai e havoc when 
trying to co-exi t with CEO or other nonaber
rant package on the same y tern . 

:CAUSES 
Two problem are occurring here: the 

proce s i behaving in an aberrant manner, 
and the AOS{IVS} cheduling algorithm i 
unable to detect it and compen ate for it. 

The primary cause of aberrant behavior by 
processe i a high rate of fa t turnaround y 
tern call and/or logical page fault . The mo t 
common cau e are high rate of IPC , 
?SIGNL, ?WTSIG , low byte count PMGR 
110, and ?SPAGE 110 (which AOSIVS counts 
a page fault). Heavily overlayed 16 bit 
proce se are e pecially prone to aberrant 
behavior due to high rate of ?RCALLs . 

The inability of the AOS{IVS} cheduler 
to detect aberrant behavior i a result of two 
problem : the time lice algorithm does not 
take the peed of the proce or into account, 
and the amount charged for y tern call i 
fixed , regardles of the actual CPU time u ed . 

The net effect is that noninteractive 
proce ses tend to get mischaracterized as 
interactive on the fa ter proce or . It al 0 

mean that CPU u age charged to the proce 
i much lower than actual u age, e pecially 
on lower proce or . 

:SOLUTIONS 
At this point AOS reader can quit early . 

Your only choice i to change the problem 
program so it doe fewer sy tern call . Try 
cutting down the ystem call rate as much a 
po ible. Use the LOGCALLS utility pack
age to analyze your system call , then try to 
eliminate as many a po ible u ing techniques 
like better buffering. Your local SE may be 
able to help you analyze the LOGCALL 
re ult and ugge t change . 

The same advice goe for AOSIVS u er , 
with the addition of the tandard advice on 
making sure working set ize are appropri
ate (a topic too complex to be covered here). 
In addition, 16 bit problem program hould 
be recompiled and relinked as 32 bit pro
gram a oon as po ible. Of course, you can 
al 0 ju t wait for AOSIVS rev 7 . Let me know 
how it tum out; I have no plan to run it until 
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all or write for complete 

specification : Z taco, Inc., 6850 • 

Shady Oak Road Eden Prairie, MN 55344 

. A, (612) 941-9480, telex 2909 5. European 

flice: 9 High treet, Tring, Hertfordshire HP23 5AH 

England, (44)44282- 011, telex 827557. 
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SYSTEMS MANAGER'S LOG --------------

the re t of you have checked it out for at lea t 
a year. 

:CURRENTJAD 
Lot of user I've talked to lately have been 

receiving advice to change all their u er ' pro
file to 4. A the tory goe , the advi or claim 
that the aberrant proce s problem can be 
solved by changing all user to a Group 1 pri
ority, which effectively di able the heuri -
tic cheduling algorithm. The re ult is pure 
time- lice scheduling, en uring that no proces 
will be excluded from getting CPU occa ion
ally, regardle of it behavior. 

Being risk-aver e, ome of them have 
called and asked my opinion of the advice. 
Here it i : try it. I f it work , leave it that way. 
If it doesn't , go back to my cheme. 

Chances are that it won't work . I've tried 
it on a number of ystem recently and di -
covered that it only work when two thing 
are true: the user count i low (Ie than 20) 
and there are no more than one or two batch 
proce e active. If either of the e condition 
i not true, then re pon e time rapidly goe 
in the toilet. 

Try thi experiment : make a program 

which ju t its in a loop. PROC up four or 
five copie at a nonheuristic priority (5\\ ha 
the lea t chance of getting your lung ripped 
out by other u er ). Now change the priority 
of your CLI to 511 and hit the NEW LINE 
key repeatedly to test your re pon e time. It 
will tink. 

:NET:NET 
Heuristic cheduling with all on-line users 

and their global erver at priority 2 in Group 
2 i still the be t way to go. onheuri tic 
cheduling may be a olution for aberrant 

proce e interfering with on-line u er , but 
it work only on mall , mo tly interactive y -
tems. The real olution i to fix your aber
rant proce e -even in light of impending 
changes in AOSIVS rev 7 . After all , exce -
ive ystem call are a poor practice on any 

sy tem. 

:OLD--.BUSINESS 
In my :FECKLESS column a few month 

ago, I que tioned if anyone in their right mind 
would u e a negative XBIAS to favor long 
job over hort job . 

Almo t immediately I got a call from 

David Cochran at DG' RTP facility. He told 
me how they have two printer , one fa t and 
one low, fed by a ingle queue. They u e a 
negative bia on the fast printer to make long 
printout more likely to go to it instead of the 
low printer . 

Sound good, right? The only problem i 
that if both printers are idle when a job i 
queued , then each printer ha an equal chance 
of getting the job (the y tem alternate 
between printers to balance wear and tear) . 
The negative XBIAS only help if both 
printer are bu y most of the time . 

I'd till rather have negative bia e avail
able to control job sequencing on device with 
po itive bia e . The real olution i for the 
AOS {IVS} group to addre the ubject of 
"grouped" queue request . 11 

Copyright © 1986 B.J. Inc. ALL rights 
reserved. Brian Johnson is the president of 
B.J. In c., a San Francisco-based consulting 
practice. He can be reached at 1 (1) Minna St. , 
Suite 215. San Francisco. CA 94105; 
415/550-1444. Telex 296544. 
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Getting your share 

Lots of questions
and a few 
answers - about 
shared consoles 

by Tim Maness 
Contributing Editor 

This column isn ' t what I had planned. 
Becau e my MV/2000 didn ' t come in, I 
couldn' t write about it. I've been interested 
in shared console , and have spent ome time 
investigating how they work , 0 that 's what 
you get instead. I don't know a whole lot more 
now than when I started, but here are ome 
of the questions I had , and some of the 
answers I found . I've also included the ques
tions I haven't answered yet- consider them 
an excercise for the reader. (In case you don't 
have the time or inclination to play with this, 
I may have to return to the subject next month 
un Ie s my MV 12000 gets here pretty soon!) 

What is a shared console? 
A shared console is one that is owned by 

more than one active process. A process want
ing to hare a console must be subordinate to 
the proce s that is the original owner of the 
console. 

Why use shared consoles? 
CEO is an example of an application that 

utilizes this concept. This is how it lets you 
receive priority message while you are work
ing inside the word proces or (I think). Win
dowing in general is another application, 
becau e it require more than one process to 
have separate areas of the creen. After next 
week (I'm going to L.A. for DG's 2-day emi
nar) , I'll know more about the support that 
windowing has in rev 7 of AOSIVS, but I sus
pect window will not be independently 
scrolled by the peripheral manager . If not, 
they will rely heavily on the terminal 
hardware-so those of us with less ophisti
cated terminal (e.g., D210 ) may not be able 
to use the windowing capability. 

I tarted investigating the hared console 
concept because I had yet another application 

Focus 

in mind . I have an idea for a system where 
it would be nice to have two separate 
proce ses writing information to the creen . 
If it can't be at the same time, I'd at lea t like 
to do it without losing the environment of one 
activity when switching to the next, and 
without the overhead of doing my own con
text management. 

How does a console get to be shared? 
There is an undocumented witch on the 

CLI CHARACTERISTIC command called 
SHR. It is used to tum on the SHARED 
characteristic for a con ole. This ets bit 
?SHCO (bit 0 in word 5) in the peripheral 
device characteristics. To do this in ide a pro
gram, use the ?GECHR system call to get the 
device characteristic words. Set bit 0 of word 
5 and use ?SECHR to tell the system about 
the change. 

What about interrupts? 
If you use control sequences (AO'X) , they 

all go to the interruptable owner. Thi i the 
process that initially set the hared bit . There 
is a system call, ?CISND, that can be u ed 
by the interruptable owner to pa s the e con
trol equences to the other owner , if de ired . 

Where is this documented? 
I found one paragraph in the AOSIVS rev 

5.0 internals manual. It appears to have been 
written under pressure by someone who didn't 
want to write it, and who probably didn ' t 
reread it after it was written. It ' s on page 8-
71 under Mi cellaneou . 

How do shared consoles work? 
Here' a very imple example. The code 

for the program TESTSCIO i : 
C GET OUR PROCESS ID NUMBER 

IACO = 0 

lAC 1 =- 1 

IAC2 = 0 

IPNAME = 116K 

ICC = ISYS (IPNAME,IACO,IACI ,IAC2) 

IPlD = IACI 

C WRITE TO THE SCREEN A FEW TLMES 

DO 10 I = 1,200 

WRITE (*,*) " Pid ", IPID," hared 

console te t" 

10 CONTINUE 

END 

MV/SYSTEMS 

After the program is compiled and linked , 
tum on the hared console characteri tic bit 
for the con ole you're u ing like thi : 
) CHARISHR 

and start a few copie of the program running: 

) PROC/DEF/IOC = @CONSOLE (TESTSCIO 

TESTSCIO TESTSCIO) 

Notice the proce command doesn 't block 
our CLI. Thu it is po ible to i ue other 
command while TESTSCIO i running- but 
not very rewarding , since the creen i filled 
up with TESTSCIO' output. The creen will 
contain the" hared con ole te t" lines for 
three different PID number . Once all three 
proce e tart , the lines of output should 
alternate consi tently between the three PIDs. 
Skeptic can try the command above without 
fir t doing CHARISHR to ee that it doe 
make a difference. 

OK, but how does it work if the processes 
need input? 

Try the following trivial program 
(TESTRSCIO) : 
C GET OUR PROCESS ID NUMBER 

IACO = 0 

lACI =- 1 

IAC2 = 0 

IPNAME = 116K 

ICC = ISYS (IPNAME,IACO,IACI ,IAC2) 

IPro = IACI 

C PROMPT THE USER FOR A NUMBER 

DO 10 I = 1,200 

WRITE (*,*) " Pid ", IPID," enter 

a number? " 

READ (*, *) number 

IF (NUMBER .EQ. - I) GOTO II 

WRITE (*,*) " Pid ", IPID," 

read a " ,number 

10 CONTINUE 

II CONTINUE 

E D 
TESTRSCIO can be tarted the same way 

TESTSCIO was . A you enter re ponse , 
notice how the PMGR handles the read 
reque t -on a fir t come, first erved ba is . 
Becau e CLI i not blocked by the PROC 
commands u ed to tart the te t program, it's 
the first proce trying to ?READ from 
@CONSOLE, 0 all the characters you type 
until the newline character will end up going 
to it. The characters before the second newline 
will go to the fir t of our TESTRSCIO 
proce e , etc . 

What is happening when requests are 
issued? 

For each con ole, the PMGR has a 
Peripheral Information Block (PIB). If the 
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MV/SYSTEMS __ _ 

con ole i hared , a chain containing an entry 
for each hared owner i a ociated with the 
PIB . When a reque t i received for the PIB , 
and the reque tor i not the interruptable 
owner, the PMGR can the chain to ee if 
the reque t i from a hared owner. If 0 , the 
reque t i honored , otherwi e a DEVICE 
ALREADY I USE, or imilar error i 
returned . The queued reque t are then 
proce ed in order. 

The unan wered questions? 
It hould be obviou from ob erving the 

re ult of our two te t programs that unle 
the proce se haring a console are u ing orne 
protocol to coordinate their interaction with 
the terminal , thing can get very confu ed 
very quickly . 

One po ible way to achieve thi i to have 
a controlling proce (probably the one that 
et the hared characteri tic bit in the fir t 

place) coordinate the activity of the other 
proce e . For example, thi proce (proce 
A) could di play an initial menu of option 
to the u er . The u er elect an option that 
cau e proce A to ?PROC proce S , which 
would then have control of the reen . Proces 
A then wait for a ?IREC for proce S ' ter
mination , or for notification from proces S 
that the u er ha reque ted some other erv
ice. Proce S would then wait for notifica
tion from proce s A that it ha control again , 
redisplay the creen , and proceed a though 
no interruption occurred. 

However , thi technique i far from ideal. 
It would be nice if multiple proce se could 
each be a igned a window on the creen, and 
be able to run without requiring a user-written 
controlling proce to keep thing traight. 
The PMGR could remember for each proces 
what area of the creen it wa u ing . Where 
multiple proce e are reque ting input, it 
could move the cursor to the appropriate win
dow and direct the typed character to the 
right proce 

Next time? 
I'll report on anything intere ting from the 

DG AOS/vS rev 7 eminar. And with any 
luck our MV/2000 will arrive any day . f:,. 

Tim Maness is president of DMS Systems, 
Inc., a software development firm specializ
ing in data base management. He can be 
reached at 740 East 3900 South, Salt Lake 
Ciry, UT 84107; 8011268-6671 . 
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DISCOVERIES ________________ _ 

~op form by Jim Siegman 
•• Contributing Editor 

Forms control through ell macros 
Several times recently I've talked with 

u ers whose printers wouldn't operate 
properly under control of XLPT. The 
printers ' owners were astoni hed to find that 

the forms control used by XLPT wasn't part 
of the printers . I gave quick fix- 'em-ups to 
each owner, but didn ' t figure out until recently 
how they could get the benefit of form con-

trol via XLPT while using their specific 
hardware. 

There are basically two ways to accom
pli h this , depending on your printer. For 

Figure 1 - Flies needed for sample configuration in article 

Directory Filename 

:util:forms X 
" Y 
" Z 
" SETUP.NDGUG 

:macros:printers CONS 
" X 
" Y 
" Z 
" NDGUG.42.FCS 
" NDGUG.SS.FCS 

Figure 2 - ell macro command file 

COMM CHECK.PRINTER.CLI 

COMM Returns either "NG" or "OK" in !STRING and leaves you 

"pushed. " 

PUSH; PROMPT POP 

COMM Check existence and validity of argument . 

STRING NG 

[!EQUAL,%2%,] 

WRITE * ERROR * ARGUMENT 2 MUST BE FORMS NAME * 
[!ELSE] 

[!EQUAL,%I%,] 

WRITE * ERROR * ARGUMENT I MUST BE PRINTER PORT # * 
[!ELSE] 

[!EQUAL,[!FILE :MACROS:PRlNTERS:CON% I %].] 
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WRITE * ERROR * PRINTER %1% NOT DEFINED AS PRINTER * 
[!ELSE] 

[!EQUAL.[!FILE :UTIL:FORMS:%2%].] 

WRITE * ERROR * FORMS NOT FOUND * 
[!ELSE] 

[!EQUAL.[!FILE :UTlL:FORMS:SETUP.[:MACROS:PRlNTERS 

:CON% I %JJ.] 
WRITE * ERROR * SETUP NOT DEFINED FOR THAT PRINTER * 

[!ELSE) 

[!EQUAL.[!FILE:MACROS:PRlNTERS:[:MACROS:PRlNTERS:CON 

% I %).I:MACROS:PRINTERS:%2%].FCS).] 

WRITE * ERROR * NO PARAMETER FILE FOR THAT PRINTER 

AND FORMS * 
[!ELSE) 

COMM All validity checks pa ed. 

[!EQUAL,[!FILE :UTIL:CURRENT.CON% I %),] 

Contents/Comments 

created with FCU.PR 
" II II 

I( II" 

II "If 

The literal "NDGUG& " and a <NEWLINE> 
The literal "42&" and a < NEWLINE > 

/I " " " 
II II "66&"" II 

ASCII Characters < ESC>, L, P, 4, and 2 
ASCII Characters < ESC >, L, P, ~, and S 

WRITE/L=:UTIL:CURRENT.CON% 1 % -NONE

[!END) 

STRlNG/K 

STRING [: UTlL:CURRENT.CON % 1%] 

[!NEQUAL.[!STRING], %2%) 

CONTROL @EXEC PAUSE @CON%I % 

PAUSE 2 

CONTROL @EXEC (HEADERS TRAILERS) @CON% 1% 0 

CONTROL @EXEC FORMS @CON%I% SETUP.[:MACROS 

:PRlNTERS:CON% 1 %] 

QPRlNT/QPR= I/FORMS=SETUP.[:MACROS:PRlNTERS 

:CON% 1 %] :MACROS:PRlNTERS:[:MACROS:PRlNTERS 

:CON% I %).[:MACROS:PRlNTERS:%2%j.FCS 

CONTROL @EXEC CO NT @CON% I % 

PAUSE 2 

DELETE :UTIL:CURRENT.CON% I % 

WRITE/L= :UTIL:CURRENT.CON% I % %2% 

CONTROL @EXEC PAUSE @CON%I % 

CONTROL @EXEC FORMS @CON% I % %2% 

PAUSE 4 

COMM [!Read Load forms in printer and hit NEWLINE to 

continue . . .. ] 

CONTROL @EXEC CONT @CON% I % 

PAUSE 3 

(!ENDI 

STRING OK 

[!END);[!END);[!E D) 

[!END);[!END);l!END] 
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DISCOVERIES 

How you create a VFU definition 
depends on how complex the control 
sequence, which will determine the 

utility you must use 

printers that don't support any forms length 
or forms control protocol, you'd u e tech
niques described here (with two minor modifi
cation I'll mention later). For printers that 
upport forms control protocol , you also need 

information on downloading (or program
ming) your printer from the computer, 
because it ' no fun to have to punch button 
on the printer with every form change. 

We recently had a printer with this 
problem on a u er site. We u ed a eries of 
macro to download vertical forms unit (VFU) 
command to the printer. The macros were 
quite adequate but didn ' t accommodate mul
tiple printer on a system, nor did they allow 
the flexibility of switching ports in times of 
need . This column will give you a scheme 
that ' an expan ion of those macros- a tech
nique that will allow you to download VFU 
file before your reports . 

I'm going to have to asswne you have the 
following experience with AOS/vS and its 
utilities : A working knowledge of the CLI 
" Q" commands (QPRINT, QCANCEL etc.), 
the applicable EXEC commands (START, 
STOP, FORMS, etc.) , and the FCU utility . 
In addition, I'm assuming you have a 
:MACROS directory and enough knowledge 
of the CLI to know whether the VFU files you 
need for your printer can be created with SED 
or whether you must use FED or SPEED. If 
you need help with the last part, write me and 
I'll try to a sist you. Make sure to include a 
copy of your printer' s programming notes. 

Let's summarize the goal of this 
technique: 

• We want to allow multiple, different , 
non-DO compatible and/or DO compatible 
VFU protocol printer . 

• We want to retain port flexibility . 
• We want to be able to u e the standard 

DO utilities and commands to exercise forms 
control over the printer(s) . 

• We' d like to able to restrict certain 
printer/ forms combinations, for example, not 
allowing paycheck on all printer . 

• We want only one macro or set of 
macros to handle all printer (for simplicity). 

Although I wanted to keep the commands 
a simple as po sible, it's not beyond the 
bound of user friendliness to require the 
printers to be numbered (or named) , and for 

FOCIlS 

forms of different sizes to be assigned a num
ber. Form of similar ire may share arbitrary 
numbers unless prohibited by ecurity . For 
simplicity's sake, I'll u e the console num-

ber of the printer a the as igned number. I 
don ' t think that this place an undue training 
burden on operators, and it will implify the 
technique more than orne other arbitrary 

Get your Data General mini into the action with new 
BLAST software! Now your MY or Eclipse can dial out to 
link up with remote computers via phone lines. networks. 
and LANs. New DO BLAST (Rev 7T) is simple and fast. 
using standard RS-232 ports. No expensive add-on boards 
are required: BLAST software does it all. and 100% 
error-free. 

Now your Data General system can have dial-out and 
terminal features to initiate and control communication 

BJASJ'i 
tasks. rather than 

- just sitting there 
® waiting to be called. It 

can dial out to remote 
~ = __ __ sites to transfer any 

type of data (programs. patches. graphics. text. documents. 
sales figures. etc.) or to poll remote sites. Link two or 200 
computers - micros. miniS. and mainframes. from IBM. 
DEC. HP. AT&T. PRIME. WANG. and many others. Any 
computer with BLAST can talk to any other computer 
with BLAST. 

Isn't it time your computer had a BLAST? Call the 
24-hour BLAST hotline for full technical information or to 
place an order: 1-800-24-BLAST. 

Communications Research Croup 
8939 Jefferson Hwy.lBaton Rouge. LA 70809 
504/923-0888 

S25O/ MICROS ..... S495-895/ MINIS ..... S1295-UP/ MAlNFRAMES 

Circle 9 on reader service card 
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DISCOVERIES - _______________ _ 

If you have a printer that doesn't 
support any type of VFU forms 

definition, you can still control the 
forms length fairly easily 

scheme. Each printer model mu t aI 0 have 
a name. I'll assume I have a non-DG Unit G 
model printer, NDGUG for hort . ») 

(Imponant: NO SPACE AND APPENDED 
H& ") 

( ingle parenthe i after the double paren-
The first thing I need to create is a set 

of cro s-reference files to label the appropri
ate con ole port with the model of printer 
attached to it. Let' build a short macro named 
DEFINE.PRlNTER.CLI that contains: 

the e prompt to end CREA TEll) 

Since I intend to u e it a part of a file name 
later, it i very important that the printer name 
consi t of valid AOSIVS file name characters. 

I'll u e a imilar method to define a cro s
reference from the form number (or name) 
and the YFU definition file (which I' ll dis
cu later) . The ite I worked with had two 
YFU definition file -one for 66 line per 
page, one for 42 line per page. Since we had 
no rea on to prohibit certain form from cer
tain printer , only two form file were needed 
becau e all form of a given ize could hare 
the arne YFU definition file . 

PUSH ; PROMPT POP 

dir :MACROS:PRINTERS 

DELl2 = IGNORE CON % I % 

CREATEII CON % I % 

POP 

To define my NDGUG printer on port 6 , 
I would enter the following at the CLI: 
) DEFINE. PRINTER 6 

(call macro with lAC pon number) 

»NDGUG& It al 0 allowed the macro to determine if 
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7fI?, fZ,?utec 
Offers the following 
New DG or Compatible Subsystems: 

• Letter Quality Printers 
• Tape Subsystems (800/1600/625) 
• Disk Subsystems (73, 147, 354, 592) 
• Printer Subsystems (300, 600, 1000 LPM) 
• UP S System with Orderly Shutdown 

Authorized Distributor for 
Primage, Zetaco, Perfect Terminal. 

This Month's Specials: 
P210 Perfect Terminal - $750.00 
(Emulates 0210, 211, 410) 
Primage 90 LQ Printer w/Tractor Feed 
and Single Bin Feeder - $1995.00 

W e also have a large inventory of proven (refurbished) 
Data General Equipment . 

Call Don Skilinski 
for Details at : 
315-458-9485 

Corporate Headquarters, Rochester , New York 
716-458-2560 

Circle 18 on reader ervice card 

the form change dictated a form definition 
change. If not , there wa no need to down
load the same YFU file to the printer. The 
content of the YFU cro -reference file 
would be imply the YFU definition file num
ber followed by an amper and. We u ed the 
line per page for our file number . Thu , if 
form A, S , and C were 42 lines per page, 
there would be three files created in the 
: MACROS: PRINTERS directory , each con
taining " 42&". The macro to create thi file 
would contain: 
PUSH; PROMPT POP 

DIR :MACROS:PRINTERS 

DELl2 = IGNORE % I %. FCS 

CREATE/ I % I %.FCS 

POP 

Now comes the t ricky part, tricky 
becau e it' hardware dependent. We mu t 
create a YFU definition for each printer 
model/ form number combination. How you 
create thi depends on how complex the con
trol equence, which will determine the util
ity you mu t use. 

I'll a ume my NDGUG printer need an 
ASCII " ESC", followed by the letter " LP" 
and the two ASCII digits for the line per 
page. The file name in :MACROS:PRlNT
ERS would be NDGUG.42 .FCS for a 
NDGUG printer defining form number 42 . 
I could create this file by entering the CLI 
command " COpy :MACROS :PRlNTERS: 
NDGUG.42 .FCS@INPUT" and then hitting 
the key < ESC> , L, P, 4 , 2, and AD. Thi 
will create a 5-byte file that contains an ASCII 
<ESC> and " LP42" but doe n' t contain 
< NEWLINE> or other character . 

In order to be able to u e tandard DG util
itie and command we'll create the file in 
the :UTIL:FORMS directory nece sary to 
upport the different types of form u ing the 

DG utility FCU . We' ll al 0 create dummy 
form file for each model of printer. For our 
imaginary printer we ' ll call the file 
SETUP.NDGUG . 

Let ' ummarize the file we've discu ed . 
Figure I how a Ii t of file needed to up
port our NDGUG printer with three forms
X, Y, and Z . Form X and Yare 42 line per 
page; form Z i 66 lines per page. 

(continued on page 42) 
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The on~y difference 
between Data General 

service and ours 

If you have Data General computer equipment, 
you don't have to use Data General maintenance 
service. Use Hanson's. We both have top-flight 
factory-trained service technicians. We both quote 
the same response time. 

But we don't quote the same prices. Our prices 
are as much as 40% less. 

In addition, we have an outstanding nationwide 
depot repair facility, with loaners and fast turn
around of any DG equipment from boards to sys
tems. Again, at prices as much as 60% less. 

IIII ~II'IIII I IIIIIII 
II II 'II IIII~ 1111 I II 

D A T A s Y S T EMS . INC. 

,. 
IS l11oney. 

c ... 

What's more, we've become authorized distribu
tors for a host of DG-plug-compatible equipment 
from leading manufacturers like CDC, Spectralogic, 
C. Itoh, NEC, Fujitsu, Zetaco, MICOM, FACIT, 
Data Products and Kennedy. Superior perfonners at 
attractive prices. 

And we maintain them all. Which is more than 
Data General will do. 

H you want to save a small fortune in service 
costs, call or write Hanson Data Systems, 
60 Brigham St. , Marlboro, MA 01752, 
(617) 481-3901. Outside Mass. (800) 225-9215 

Data General's Only 
Single-Source Second Source. 

Circle 23 on reader service card 



Focus ON: CONFERENCE 86 _____________ _ 

Mid-course reflections 
NADGUG's president discusses recent 
developments, Conference 86, and 
this spring's board 
meeting 
Interview with Rene Dominguez , NADGUG president 

The Executive Board of the North Ameri
can Data General Users Group held its spring 
meeting at the end of February in Orlando, 
Florida. In addition to conducting the usual 
NADGUG business, the board got a preview 
of Conference 86, which will be held at the 
same location next August. 

The spring meeting marked the halfway 
point in the presidency of Rene Dominguez. 
In this interview, Rene talks about recent 
developments for NADGUG, and reviews the 
results of the spring meeting. 

The halfway point seems like a good 
time to take stock. Where does the user 
group stand now with respect to the goals 
you set when you took office? 

Some of the goal we had were to provide 
a pur for increa ing the membership, to 
increa e the Regional and Special Interest 
Group activity, to increase NADGUG's par
ticipation with DG, and to get Focus on its 
feet. 

In term of NADGUG membership, we're 
tarting to ee a real upward trend , thanks to 

the cleanup of the membership data ba e our 
NADGUG staff ha been doing . We' re also 
seeing the effects of some of the promotional 
activities of Data General , the RIGs and SIGs, 
and Focus . The really great attendance at Con
ference 85 wa also a factor. We' re hoping 
that tho e continuing activitie will combine 
with a banner Conference 86 to produce sig
nificant membership increa es in the year 
ahead . 

I'm very encouraged with our RIG and 
SIG activity. We've een a couple of the 
inactive groups drop off, but at the same time, 
there's been a significant increase in the level 
of activity of tho e that remain. Part of that 
is spurred by the local Data General branch 
office , and part by the users them elve . 
There' a notable membership gain in the 
SIGs-especially the OASIS (Office Automa
tion) SIG. Charlene Kirian and her staff have 
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really put OASIS on the map. They ' re now 
the second largest SIG in the NADGUG 
organization. 

The SIG activitie planned for the confer
ence this year look like they will be at a higher 
level than last year. For example, OASIS will 
be giving a one-day seminar on Monday , 
Augu t II to help users work with their office 
automation products. OASIS i spon oring a 
similar eminar this pring, which means 
they' re active year ' round . Add to that all of 
the regular conference activities by the other 
SIGS, including AOS {VS}, IRDOS, COMM
SIG , and other. 

In terms of DG participation, we' re get
ting a lot of support for member hip promo
tion , and we're getting the usual high level 
of support for conference planning and ongo
ing coordination. I'm a little disappointed that 
we still don ' t have a full-time u er group coor
dinator, though . We've been working to try 
to get that position staffed with the right per-
on to make an impact from DG's standpoint 

as well a ours. I'm favorably impre ed with 
the level of system support we're getting
we have our own dedicated resource for 
NADGUG and the taff-but I'm a little less 
encouraged with our ability to participate in 
hardware! oftware development issues. Per
sonally, I would like to ee more u er group 
involvement in surveys and questionnaires . 
Hopefully through Focus we will see more of 
that over the next few months . 

We haven' t had our meeting between 
NADGUG officer and the Data General vice 
presidents yet. It looks like that will be sched
uled for late spring. We typically see more 
DG activity after that meeting, so I expect 
there will be more progress before the con
ference. 

The last goal I want to talk about is Focus. 
It 's now an outstanding publication. Greg 
Farman and his staff at Turnkey Publi hing 
have turned it into a u eful, helpful , informa
tive, and attractive magazine that helps 
NADGUG accomplish it goals. Its support 

of the RIGs and SIG has been good, and will 
be getting better. It ' really providing what 
I'd call a " miniconference" that' going on 
monthly to bridge the gap between con
ference . 

Overall , I feel pretty encouraged. I don ' t 
think the world has caught on fire since I took 
office, but on the other hand, I do think we' re 
starting to ee a lot of progress. 

At Conference 85, the theme of your 
banquet speech was "NADGUG-Ready to 
Soar." If you were going to give that speech 
again today, how would you change it? 

I wouldn' t change it much . I think we're 
still in that posture of preparing our elves for 
growth, involvement, and participation. I 
might say " preparing to oar" in tead of 
" ready to soar." 

I think our preparation is evident in our 
beefing up of the administrative side of 
NADGUG operations with the use of pur
cha ed software to upport the activities of our 
member and to support conference planning. 
Focus is providing the coverage we needed , 
and our member hip sy tem is about to be 
implemented. We' re also getting ready to hold 
a summer meeting of the Executive Commit
tee and the NADGUG staff to review the 
administrative activities that upport the user 
group. 

All in all, I'd say we weren't quite ready 
to soar, but that we've done a lot to get ready . 

You said you feel basically encouraged 
by the status of the RIGs and SIGs. I'd Iike 
to follow up on that with questions about 
the needs and problems faced by the RIGs 
and SIGs, and what NADGUG is doing to 
promote RIG!SIG participation. 

They face everal problems. Administra
tion of membership is a erious dilemma for 
many of the groups, both in terms of getting 

(continued on page 40) 
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URIX Voice and the OG-20: 
Perfect Together. 

URIX Interactive Voice is perfect for 
your established clients and will 
open the doors to many new ac
counts. It combines proven voice
response technology with the reli
able DG-20 to provide a versatile, 
economical system that will extend 
your clients' working hours and 
increase their profits. 

Unlimited Applications. The appli
cations for URIX are virtually limit
less. Stated very simply, if your cli
ent's business depends on taking 
orders or providing information by 
phone, URIX can lower his operat
ing costs, increase his profitability, 
and improve his services. Absolute
ly. Positively. Economically. 

Unmatched Economy. Specifying 
URIX is like giving your customers a 
nearly endless supply of telephone 
operators who work 24-hours a day, 
7 days a week, for less than 5 cents 
an ,hour. Because of its economy, 
URIX is even being used in passive 
applications where a less sophisti
cated system would suffice. 

Ease of Use. To take advantage of 
URIX, your clients need only two 
things: the economical URIX system 

and customers with push-button 
telephones. URIX's high quality, 
digitized voice tells the callers how 
to use the system to obtain informa
tion, to record information, or to 
place orders. 

Outstanding Performance. URIX 
was developed by TeleSciences, a 
recognized leader in computer
based telephone support systems 
with major installations in 37 coun
tries worldwide. The technology 
used in URIX is the same as that 
used by TeleSciences in its highly 
successful Computerized Directory 
Assistance Systems. That's your 
guarantee of proven performance, 
exceptional voice quality, and long
term reliability. 

Unparalleled Flexibility. The basic 
URIX system is economical for as 
few as 16 incoming lines and can be 
expanded to handle up to 32 lines. 
Additional lines can be accommo
dated by combining URIX systems. 

Stand-alone or Front End. URIX can 
be used as a complete stand-alone 
system for most applications, or as a 
front end to your customer's existing 
computer system. 

Circle 45 on reader service card 

Some Typical Applications. Here 
are just a few of the businesses 
where URIX can provide exception
al value: Banking-to provide 
account balance information or 
complete bank-by-phone services; 
Transportation-to provide sched
uling information or employee work 
assignments; Manufacturing and 
Sales Organizations-for order 
entry, time reporting and inventory 
status reports; and Education-for 
class scheduling, grade reporting, 
and so on. 

For Complete Information. To obtain 
more specific information on the 
URIX system and our special pro
gram for Value Added Resellers, 
please call or write: 

URIX Corporation 
124 Gaither Drive, Mt Laurel, NJ 08054 
Tel. (609) 722-0770 

URIX Corporation is a subsidiary of TeleSciences. 
Inc. 



WITH DATA GENERAL,YOUR STAND-ALONE PC'S 
NO lDNGER HAVE m STAND ALONE. 

NOW CEO FULLY INTEGRATES 
YOUR EXISTING OFFICE SYSTEMS. 

No matter how clo e your PC' may be, IBM® doesn't 
seem close to giving you a true integration solution. 

CEO Write'" word pro e ing now operates on IBM 
PC's and compatible intelligent workstations, like the 
DASHER/One:" And CEO Connection™ gives them the 
flexibility to move between tand-alone applications and 
full office automation. With a ingle keystroke. 

The Data General MV/2000DC" computer is the new 
price/performance leader in departmental sy terns. 
Which lets you automate each department at a 

electronic office) give you complete integrated busi
ness automation. From de k to desk. From department 
to department. From the company that keeps you a 
generation ahead. To find out more, call1-800-DATAGEN. 
Or write Data General , 4400 Computer Drive, We tboro, 
MA. 01580. 

_. Data General 
a Generation ahead. 

surpri ingly low co t.. ~~~~~~~~ 
The late t enhancem nts to CEO®(comprehensive .: 

19 6. Data G neral Corpora lion. Westboro MA. CEO is a 
registeredtrad mark andMV 2000D . EOWri te.DA HER One 
and CEO Connection are trademarks 01 Data General 
Corporation. IBM is a registered trademark of International 
Business Machines orporation. 



--------------Focus ON: CONFERENCE 86 

Conference 86 preview 
Preliminary 
schedule and 
registration 
information 

Conference 86 is shaping up with what is 
probably the widest variety of activities ever. 
Conference offerings cover six major areas 
of user interest: software development, sys
tem management, engineering and 
CAD/CAM, manufacturing and process con
trol, office automation, and roundtables . 
There will be a number of offerings in each 
of these major tracks, as well as a variety of 
other activities . More details on specific 
activities will appear in the June issue of 
Focus. 

As explained below, early registration for 
the conference is especially important this 
year. Not only will it help the staff to plan 
more effectively , but it will also ave you 
money . Registration materials will be mailed 
in late May to all current NADGUG mem
bers , and to tho e nonmembers who have 
expre sed interest in attending the Con
ference. 

FoclIS 

Preliminary Schedule 

Sunday, August 10 
• Executive Board Meeting-open to 
NADGUG officers and RIG/SIG chairpeople; 
9:00 to 5:00. 

Monday, August 11 
• Special Educational Services Seminars
advance registration and separate fees 
required; morning and afternoon sessions. 
• Special all-day CEO workshop sponsored 
by OASIS office automation SIG; 9:00 to 
5:00. Advance registration and separate fee 
required. 
• Special orientation on Conference 86 and 
NADGUG for new members and first -time 
attendees; 5:30 to 6:30. 
• Welcome Reception; 6:30. 

Tuesday, August 12 
• Exhibit area open; 8:00 to 5:00. 
• Conference se sions; 9:00 to 3:00. 
• Time allotted for SIG, RIG, or other spe
cial meetings-contact NADGUG staff to 
chedule ses ions ; 3:00 to 5:30. 

Wednesday, August 13 
• Exhibit area open; 8:00 to 5:00. 
• Annual Business Meeting and Special 
Address by Data General ; 9:00 am. 
• Conference sessions; II :30 to 5:00. 
• Reception and Banquet; 6:30. 

Thursday, August 14 
• Exhibit area open; 8:00 to 1:00. 
• Conference e ions; 9:00 to Noon. 
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Focus ON: CONFERENCE 86 -------:T---------~-

Special Ed Services Seminars 
Data General' Educational Service divi-

ion is offering special seminars on Monday . 
These seminars require separate advance 
registration and separate fees . Seminar offer
ings and fees will be listed in the Registra
tion Packet and in the June issue of Focus. 

Guest Program; Orlando 
Attractions 

Because many attendees wish to bring 
guests or families , the staff has made special 
arrangements to help make the most of the 
many attractions in the Orlando area. There 
will be a guest hospitality suite each day , 
where information will be available on for
mal and self-guided tours. In addition to 
Disneyworld and Epcot Center, local attrac
tions include Sea World , Circus World , 
Cypress Gardens, Wet & Wild , the Kennedy 
Space Center, and more . 

Attendees wishing to extend their stays can 
take advantage of special hotel rates for the 
weekends both before and after the Confer
ence. The staff has also shortened the formal 
conference hours on Tuesday to allow atten
dees time to sightsee with their families if they 
wi h. 

-- -
- ---------iiiiiiii iii 

There will also be special arrangements for 
a children' s ocial program, including a spe
cial chaperoned " carnival banquet" on Wed
nesday evening , 0 parents can attend the 
NADGUG banquet. 

Details and costs of the gue t program 
activities will be listed in the June issue of 
Focus and in the registration packet . 

Fees 
Conference fee have gone up only 

slightly- the first increa e in 2 year . Fees 
are: 
Member, full conference ........... $300 
Member, I day ... . ................ 150 
Nonmember* ................... add 50 
Late (after 7125) or on- ite ....... add 75 

THE NEW 
EMULOG 

- -- .==. - = - -
---- --= - - = 

iii iii ...... ---.... - iiiiiiii iii iii 

IS HERE! 
Better than ever! With more options than ever! 
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Call Pinzone Sales Dept. 
for more information 

(214) 780-1600 
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Speakers , full conference ....... . ... 150 
Speakers, 

pre entation day only ....... no charge 
Executive Board meeting reps** ...... ISO 
* The nonmember fee includes a I-year 
individual membership for the following year. 
** Executive officers or RlGISIG chairs 
attending Sunday 's Board meeting. 

It Pays to Register Early! 
Attendees who have registered by the July 

25 deadline will al 0 be eligible to participate 
in drawing for pecial prizes at the annual 
bu iness meeting on Wedne day morning. 
Two Data General/One portable computer 
will be among the prizes. Those who do not 
regi ter by the July 25 deadline will miss thi 
opportunity , and will al 0 incur the $75 late 
registration fee . 

New Member/Attendee 
Orientation 

There will be a pecial informal orienta
tion for new members and fir t-time attendees 
on Monday , August II from 5:30 to 6:30, 
prior to the official welcome reception. Stop 
by and meet the officers and Westboro sup
port taff, who will be available to an wer 
question and help get you on the right track. 

SIG/Organizational Meetings 
If your SIG would like to hold a meeting 

during the Conference-or if you would like 
to organize a new SIG-plea e call Debra 
Bedrosian at 617/870-7721 , or at 617/366-
8911 , ext. 4721. The staff will try to make 
time slots and rooms available, and will post 
notice in Focus and in all conference 
material . 

Exhibit Area 
The exhibit area promi es to be even bet

ter than last year' . Companie that have not 
already applied hould get their applications 
in as soon a possible (call the staff at 
617/870-7721 , or at 617/366-8911 , ext. 
4721) . Rates for exhibit space are: 
Exhibitor- each 10 by 10 foot area .. $500 
Booth per onnel, 

social function only ....... . ..... 150 
Booth per onnel, 

no sessions or function ..... no charge 
Literature display only .. ... .. ..... . 100 
Exhibitor are assigned space on a first-come , 
fir t- erved ba is . The staff will do their be t 

Focus 

to try to accommodate everyone, but space 
i limited. 

Air Travel Discounts 
Take advantage of special discounts 

offered by Eastern Airlines-and save up to 
50 percent on regular coach fares , without the 
usual minimum stay requirements. To get pe
cial fare , call the Data General Corporate 
Travel Office, and identify yourself as a 
NADGUG Conference 86 attendee. Call toll
free within the U.S . (except in Ma
sachusetts): 800/343-1284. Outside the U.S. , 
or within Massachusetts , call 617/366-8911 , 
ext. 232- 1000. 

The preferred method of payment is by 
major credit card . If nece sary , checks will 
be accepted , but tickets will not be mailed 
until the check is received . 

Hotel Discounts 
Although NADGUG ha re erved a block 

of rooms at the Buena Vista Palace Hotel, you 
must make your own reservation . The rooms 
and rates described will be offered only on 
reservations made by July II. After that date, 
there i no guarantee of room availability or 
the pecial conference rate. You must guaran
tee your reservation by sending a deposit equal 
to one night's stay . This deposit can be billed 
to your credit card . 

If you' re planning to bring your family and 
stay extra days, you can take advantage of the 
Conference discount rates. Rates are good for 
tays during the period from Augu t 8 through 

August 16. 
The Buena Vista Palace is only IS minutes 

from Orlando International Airport, and over
looks the grounds of Walt Di ney World Vil
lage, Epcot Center, and the Shopping Village. 
Hotel guests receive discount prices on World 
Passports for the Magic Kingdom and Epcot 
Center, and get complimentary transportation 
to and from the parks. Other area attractions
Sea World, Circus World, Cypress Gardens
are a short drive from the hotel. Rates are: 
Single/Double/Triple/Quad. Maximum five 
people per room ............. $89/night. 
Cots available .... . ... additional IS/night. 
Suite (I or 2 bedroom) ..... 265 to 550. 

Re ervations: Call the hotel directly , or 
u e the card that will be provided in the regis
tration packet to be mailed late in May. Call 
toll-free in the U.S.: 800/327-2990; in Canada, 
800/327-2990; in Florida 800/432-2920. 
From other locations, call 305/827-2727. A 
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COMPUTEK L TO. 

#2 8540-109 Street 
Edmonton, Alberta 
Canada T6G 1 E6 

(403) 432·7733 

COBOL SOFTWARE 

• FIXED ASSETS 
• PROPANE GAS 

ACCOUNTING 
• INCOME TAX 

PREPARATION 
• PUBLIC ACCOUNTING 
• COUNTRY CLUB 

BILLIN G 
• GOLF HAN DICAPPING 
• MCBA GENERAL 

ACCOUNTING 
• CREDIT LIFE/AD&D 

CALL LYN JEFFREY AT 
(205) 988-4336 

Program Systems, Inc. 
'--____ ~1~~IIVEJ~~~~~~~~~\rz-.w · sum: 101 

PI\ OtNCCXlMPUTtRISOfTWAREsotUTlONSSINCE 1977 
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OATODAY ________________ _ 

Don't panic! 
Anyone can learn to 
use CEO's user
defined commands 
by Charlene A. Kirian 
Contributing Editor 

When I got my first training on CEO (Data 
General's Comprehensive Electronic Office 
system), the instructor nearly lost me at one 
point. I can still remember how anxious I felt 
when she said the next thing we were going 
to study wa u er-defined commands. "Not 
me!" I remember thinlcing, "I don't know a 
thing about programming! " Anxiety turned 
to resistance as the instruction began. At first 
I didn't understand the concept, and I figured 
I could live without any of the commands she 
was telling us about. But somehow, in the 
middle of the session, a light bulb came on. 
It became very clear what the e little things 
were for-to save me time and effort. 

Now it's my job to train new CEO users. 
When I see the panic in their eyes at the men
tion of user-defined commands, I relate that 
story to ease their minds. I figure if I could 
learn how to define commands, anybody can. 

Let's take a look at creating a new com
mand. To access the user commands-no mat
ter where you are within CEO-you just press 
COMMAND < F2 >, then type "USER," 
and then press < NEWLINE>. This will 
bring you to the dialogue for creating, delet
ing, or modifying commands. 

The first question asks for the name of the 
command. You can respond either with a 
function key or with a string of characters that 
will serve as a name for the command. Data 
General lets you have access to as many as 
15 user-definable commands through the func
tion keys. To invoke them you just press 
<CTRL-SHIFT> and the function key . 

If you want to set up the command to be 
invoked with a function key, then type the 
name of that key (for example, FII) on the 
blank " command name" line. If you want it 
to be invoked with a typed command, type a 
unique series of characters as its name (for 
example, "main"). Follow the name with a 
brief definition of what the command will do. 

The next prompt will ask where the com
mand starts from-either from the main menu, 
or from the activity at the time it is invoked. 
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To understand what this actually means, 
remember that when you start the command 
from the activity where invoked , it will exe
cute that command from wherever you are 
currently located, then return you to the same 
place after the command is executed. This is 
handy when you're doing tediou functions 
in the word processor, or when checlcing mail , 
which is an interrupt function . Otherwise, if 
you need to move from one area of CEO to 
another, no matter where you are at the time, 
start from the main menu (where you should 
be on solid ground) , then proceed with the 
keystrokes from that point. 

Let's walk through a couple of easy com
mands. First let 's create a command that goes 
directly to the last document you edited . 
Command definition starts from : 2 . Main 
menu 

Keystrokes : 2 NEWLINE EXECUTE 

When you press the EXECUTE key, this 
command will take the defaults for the drawer, 
folder and document. It saves you keystrokes, 
and gets you quickly to the document you 
want. 

The second example automatically exits 
CEO from any point : 
Command definition starts from: 2 . Main 
menu 

Keystrokes : CANCEL/EXIT Y NEWLINE 

I have suggested several standard user
definable commands to be placed on function 
keys at the company where I work . The rea
son for having a standard set of commands 
is simple: if you go to another terminal with 
someone else' s template, chances are that they 
are going to have the same commands you do 
on those keys. These standard commands are 
also loaded into managers' accounts when 
they acquire a new account. Only managers 
have the commands loaded for them. In my 
opinion, most users will benefit from having 
to create their own standard commands-they 
learn what they can do to save themselves 
time. However, as is usually the case, most 
managers will not take the time to create their 
own commands (no offen e to the managers 
who do their own!). 

The standard user-defined command we 
use are as follows : 

FII-Return to main menu 
Command definition starts from : 2 . Main 
Menu 

Keystrokes: (There are none, because you're 
already there!) 

F12-Edit current document 
(Described above) 

F13-List all documents 
Command definition starts from : 2. Main 
Menu 
Keystrokes : 5 NEWLINE 4 NEWLINE I 
NEWLINE > = NEWLINE ! NEWLINE 
EXECUTE (This is a search command from 
the filing menu . The "!" tells the system to 
start searching for the lowest character in the 
hierarchy of characters.) 

FI4-View inbox 
Command definition starts from: I . Activity 
where invoked 
Keystrokes : INTERRUPT 3 NEWLINE I 
NEWLINE NEW NEWLINE 
(This command is accessed through the inter
rupt menu . It reads all "NEW" message in 
your inbox.) 

FIS-Logoff CEO 
(De cribed above) 

Listed below are some other handy com
mands that can be set-up on function keys or 
defined as commands: 

The DELETE MEOLS command will 
delete the Mandatory End of Line Symbols 
(MEOLS) that appear after each line of text 
when a file is imported into a CEO document. 
This is very useful when you have a large 
body of text that requires editing with auto
matic word wrap. You can repeatedly issue 
the u er command until all the MEOLS are 
deleted. It may be necessary to reposition the 
cursor up or down one line to restart the com
mand . This command example will delete the 
MEOLS from five consecutive lines of text. 
You can alter it to suit your needs . 
Command definition starts from : I. Activity 
where invoked 
Keystrokes : NEWLINE < - DELETE 
CHARACTER INSERT SPACE NEWLINE 
NEWLINE < - DELETE CHARACTER 
INSERT SPACE NEWLINE NEWLINE 
< - DELETE CHARACTER INSERT 
SPACE NEWLINE NEWLINE < 
DELETE CHARACTER INSERT SPACE 
NEWLINE 
(The < - repre ents a left arrow cursor key 
symbol) 
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Take the time to write down the most 
common keystroke sequences you use 

Did you know you can use command 
names within commands? For example, if you 
assign the command to delete five MEOLS 
to a function key (let's use F2) , you can set 
up another command to delete multiples of 
five MEOLS: 
Command definition starts from : I. Activity 
where invoked 
Keystrokes: F2 F2 F2 F2 F2 

The DELETE AN EXTRA RULER com
mand copie the econd ruler onto the first, 
and then deletes the extra one. It is particu
larly useful when using the READ function , 
when a document comes in with a ruler posi
tioned under the default ruler for the 
document. 
Command definition starts from : I . Activity 
where invoked 
Key troke : UPARROW FORMAT RULER 
COPY 2 NEWLINE NEWLINE DELETE 
EXECUTE 

BUY • SELL • LEASE 

0-211 New $795 
0-200 $375 
0-210, 211, 410, 460 STOCK 
6054 Printer Option $200 
Meter High Cabinet $1,000 
25 MB Disk SIS w /fpy $1,200 
6236 354 MB Disk SIS STOCK 
6239 592 MB Disk SIS STOCK 
6099 12.5 Disk SIS $500 
9165 TCU $100 
ERCC Board for S/140 $1,000 
1AC-2-8 (New) $2,975 
IAC·16 EIA (New) $3,975 
TCB's 15% off 
Used DG/I0 SP 15 MB Pkg. $4,300 
Desktop System 10, 20, 30 STOCK 
DG/l Portable STOCK 
MV/8000 II 30% off 
Nova 3 wlo Memory $600 
CI150 Eclipse wlo Memory $1,500 
SI130 wlo Memory $1,000 
C/300 Eclipse $700 
8537 Expansion Chassis $500 
1 MB & 2 MB Memories (or MIV CALL 
6125 Tape SIS $2,500 
6026 Tape SIS $5,000 

Wanted-Used Desktop Disks 

Ames Sciences, Inc. 
Chancellor Pt. Road 
Trappe, MD 21673 

301-228-8100 

The DELETE TO END OF SENTENCE 
command deletes everything beyond the posi
tion of the cur or to the end of the current 
sentence. 
Command definition start from: I. Activity 
where invoked 
Keystrokes : DELETE GOTO . NEWLINE 
EXECUTE 

The ACCESS USER DIRECTORY com
mand acces es the user directory and includes 
the FIND command to search for a particu
lar name. 
Command definition starts from: I . Activity 
where invoked 
Key trokes : INTERRUPT 6 NEWLINE 
FIND 

The UNDERLINE ONE WORD AT A 
TIME command doe ju t that. Remember, 
however , that if the word end with a period , 
comma, or hyphen , it may need to be modi
fied because of the extra character. 

OLexcroer 
ASSOCWES 

230 Cotuit Road 
Marstons Mills, MA 02648 

Command definition starts from: I . Activity 
where invoked 
Keystrokes: TEXT ATTRIBUTE_ WORD 
FORWARD <- <- TEXT ATTRIBUTE 

I hope some of these commands will be 
useful for your environment. There are many 
others that could be built to save you time and 
effort. Take the time to write down the most 
common keystroke sequences you use, and 
then create your own commands to automate 
your work. You'll find it' s not a hard as you 
th~. 4 

Charlene A. Kirian is OA training specialist 
for the Online Computer Library Center, Inc. , 
6565 Frantz Road, Dublin, OH 43017; 
6141764-6435. She serves as president of 
NADGUG 's OASIS Office Automation Special 
Interest Subcommittee. 

Circle 4 on reader service card Circle 2 on reader service card 
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Focus ON: CONFERENCE 86 --------------

(from page 32) 

people together for meetings, and in term of 
the actual phy ical admini tration: newsletter 
support, record-keeping, and so on. 

with membership information, and with mail
ings of press release information about new 
product . 

We already provide help for RIGs and 
SIGs with start-up funding, with financial 
assistance to help their representatives attend 
NADGUG's board meetings , with a video
tape library to help them with their programs, 

At the board meeting this spring there was 
a continuing commitment to support the RIGs 
and SIGs. We'll be providing additional help , 
uch as free member hips in NADGUG for 

recognized RIGs and SIGs, billing assistance 
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Here is what some of our users have to say about 
EAGLE Software and the 

VS TOOLBOX ™ 

'7he REBUILDER saves us hours of time maintaining 
reorganization macros." --

Rich Domovic 
Sealy, Incorporated 

"I wish we would get the same high level of support 
from D.G. that we do from EAGLE!" 

Leryl Cash 
National Can Corporation 

"We have decided to reorganize all of our INFOS 
files with the ARCHITECT and the REBUILDER." 

Robert Dour 
Washington National Life 

liThe VS TOOLBOX saved us enough time to pay for 
itself in one month!" 

Gerry Hawkins 
Producers Cotton Oil Co. 

Other users state: 

"The new TERMINATOR alone is 
worth the price of the TOOLBOX'" 

'The REBUILDER saved us at least 
three weeks of programming time." 

'The SECRET JGENT is easier to 
understand than any other monitor 
we've used." 

EAGLE 
SOFTWARE, INC. 

Write or call for more information! 
EAGLE Software, Inc. • P.o. Box 16 • Salina, Kansas 67402·0016 

(913) 823·7257 
VS TOOLBOX is a trademark of Eagle Software. Inc. 

Circle 22 on reader ervice card 

for RlGlSIG memberships , publication 
assistance through Focus, and trying to get 
them on the Con ultants' Guide distribution 
list for information about DG product . 

How would you answer the same kind 
of question with respect to participation by 
individuals in the national organization? 

We're working with Data General to 
encourage more membership, but that pro
gram is just getting off the ground . We're not 
trying to build a large member hip just to have 
a large organization. What we're finding is 
that as we get more members , we have a bet
ter organization, which can provide more sup
port for member . 

At the board meeting, various people 
reported progress in a number of areas
for instance, the NADGUG staff reported 
on everything from the computer system to 
planning for Conference 86. Would you sin
gle out any activities that are going to have 
a big effect on users? 

There was a lot to report at the board meet
ing, and it was a very good meeting overall. 
We had 2S participants repre enting 13 
Regional Interest Groups and 2 Special 
Interest Groups, as well as Data General's 
representatives and NADGUG officers. We 
accomplished nearly everything we set out to 
do, and also recognized three new RIGs, from 
Mississippi , Northern California, and MV 
users in Ohio . 

Several of the activities of the NADGUG 
staff are going to make a difference for user . 
The primary function of the staff is to coor
dinate the activities of the RIGs and SIGs, plan 
the conferences, and administer member 
records. Our new software will allow the staff 
to offer more support in areas such as billing 
for RIGs and SIGs. We are also going to pro
vide a membership ro ter this year-John 
Brudz (NADGUG president, 1984-85) is 
working hard to get that taken care of. That 
will provide more information to get users 
talking to one another. 

A lot of the activity during the year is 
in preparation for the annual conference. 
Let's take a look ahead toward August and 
Conference 86. What's going to be espe
cially good about this year's conference? 

The meeting in Orlando is going to be a 
real educational opportunity for the whole 
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family . The classe being offered by DG 
Educational Services this year look extremely 
good . The conference es ions al 0 look very 
trong. The conference activitie are full of 

opportunities for data proce ing professional 
to learn how to bener u e, manage, and evalu
ate their systems. 

Just a importantly , we will continue to 

ifrom page 20) 

« ANTILOG-OF-NUMBER ** 2) / 2) + 
« ANTILOG-OF-NUMBER ** 3) / 6) + 
« A TILOG-OF- UMBER ** 4) / 24) + 
« A TILOG-OF-NUMBER ** 5) I 120) + 
« ANTILOG-OF-NUMBER ** 6) / 720) + 
« ANTILOG-OF-NUMBER ** 7) / 5040) + 
« ANTILOG-OF-NUMBER ** 8) I 40320) + 
« ANTILOG-OF-NUMBER ** 9) I 362880) 

+ l. 
Then, to get the an wer back to our origi

nal range, 
COMPUTE A T1LOG-OF-NUMBER 

ROUNDED = 

ANTILOG-OF- UMBER ** DIVIDE

FACTOR. 

The re ults are hown in table 3, 

Table 3 : Antilog Results 

Number Calculator Computer 

-10 0 . 000045 0 . 000045 

-5 0 . 006737 0 . 006738 

1 2 . 781281 2 . 781282 

1.5 4 . 481688 4 . 481689 

5 148 . 4131 148 . 4132 

10 22026 . 43 22026 . 46 

Now you have all of the trig functions , 
logarithms, antilog , and quare roots writ
ten in ICOBOL. Using the e, you can write 
ju t about any scientific function you'd like
using your ISAM files and multiple terminals . 

Next month , something ea ier to read (and 
write)-and I promise, no math! I::. 

Tim Boyer is EDP manager at Denman Rub
ber Mfg. Co. and president of the Northern 
Ohio Data General User 's Association. He 
may be reached at P. O. Box 951, Warren, OH 
44482, 216/898-2711 , or on the NADGUG 
bulletin board at 415/924-3652. 
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have the support of Data General and other 
vendors in making their products available for 
us to see and evaluate. It give u er a one
stop shopping opportunity to see how they can 
improve the operation of their systems. 

Kennedy Space Center. There aren 't that 
many other places you could go to see three 
major attraction in the United States at one 
time. 

Conference attendee and their families 
will also be able to get a good education from 
Disney World , Epcot Center, and the 

It won' t only be educational- it'll also be 
a lot of fun . We' re calling it a shirtsleeve con
ference , and we' re encouraging all DG users 
to mark their calendars: August 11-14. I::. 

Management Information Systems 
Integrated, Real-Time Application Modules 

Let JAI Unlock Your Company 's True Potential 

YOUR KEY TO SUCCESS 
PROVEN SOFTWARE-SUPPORT 

• 

Each 01 Ihe appllcallon modules are deSigned 10 luncllon Independenlly w llh 
aulomallC ,nleriaces 10 olher modules as Ihey are added Thus a cllenl can slarl 
wllh a selecllve syslem and expand easily as reqUIred The sollware operales on 

I 
Dala General EClipse ' 'C' or 'MV' scnes hardware whICh allows a Wide range 01 
expansion wllhoul change In Ihe operallng syslem For Ihe smaller manulactunng 
company , a modified sollware package IS available lor Ihe Dala General Desklop 
Generation · 

JAI sollware may be leased or purchased and IS lully warranled wllh lull 
malnlenance conlracls available al a nominal lee COBOL Source Code IS available 
should Ihe chenl choose 10 modlly and/or malnlaln hiS own sollware 

JACOBSEN & ASSOCIATES. INC. 

(818) 575-7504 • (213) 283-5347 

10229 LOWER AZUSA ROAD, TEMPLE CITY, CA 91780 

• Echose and OeSkIOO Generahon ate Dala General RegI$lereo TracJematll.$ 

Circle 26 on reader service card 
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No matter how long 
or how much you 've 
smoked , it's not too t 

~American Heart Association late to stop. Because the sooner 
you put down your last Cigarette, 
the sooner your body will begin 
to return to its normal, healthy 
state. 

~ WE'RE FIGHTING FOR lOUR LIFE 

Selecting Accounting Software 
for Your Data General MV? 
Ask the right questions .... 

Find out if the other software company offers : 
• Full Support on their products with : 

- Toll-Free Support Hot-line, 
- Dial-up Modem facllltie., 
- Semi-Annual Enhancements and upgrades? 

• Reasonably priced , Custom Modification., on- time? 
• Excellent user and technical Documentation? 
• Outstanding system Functionality and Ea.e of Use? 
• Data file Creation, Installation and Conversion 

Services? 
• The ability to allow your Financial Accounting 

Information to be passed to a Spread Sheet, 
automatically? 

• On- Site Training ? 

We'll give you the right answers .... 

Our packages include: 

o General Ledger with o Fixed Assets 
Spread Sheet Interface. o Professional Invoicing 

o Subsidiary Ledger o Order Entry/Inventory 
o Accounts Payable o Purchasing 
o Accounts Receivable o Payroll 

·4~ LIONS GATE 
~ll SOFTWARE INC. 

A Qualified Data General Independent 
Software Vendor 

Call us for more Information 
From the United States toll-free: 1-(800)- 663-8354 
From other countries: 1- (604) - 437 - 0001 

* Also available under the UNIX, XENIX, MS/DOS 
and PC/DOS operating systems . 

Circle 28 on reader service card 

(from page 30) 

At last we're ready for the macro com
mand (see Figure 2), which will change the 
printer forms and download a new VFU defi
nition if needed . This macro looks for two 
argument . The fir t is the printer number 
(i.e. , con ole port) for the printer on which 
you're loading the forms . The econd argu
ment i the name of the form . The macro will 
check for the presence of both argument . It 
then check for the two cros -reference file 
in the :MACROS:PRINTERS directory and 
the form in the : UTIL: FORMS directory. It 
checks :MACROS:PRINTERS again to ee 
if there i a VFU definition file for that printer 
and those forms . 

If everything is acceptable, it checks to ee 
if the current et of that printer matches 
the desired etup . If not , it will QPRINT the 
VFU definition with the SETUP.XXXX 
forms for that printer (SETUP.NGDGUG in 
our example), thu eUing up the printer with 
the new form definition. Then it change the 
forms on that printer to those named in argu
ment 2. Notice that thi macro assume the 
report ha already been ent to the print queue 
by the u er. The normal u er would be the 
sy tern operator. After entering QDISPLAYIV 
to find out which forms are needed , he or she 
would then enter CHECK .PRINTER NN 
FFFF (NN = printer number, FFFF = form 
name) , and load the form . 

If you have a printer that doe n' t upport 
any type of VFU forms definition , you can 
still control the form length fairly ea ily , 
which mo t of the time is all you ' re really 
interested in anyway . In this case, you 
wouldn't need the SETUP.NDGUG in 
:UTIL:FORMS or any macro section that 
QPRINTs the etup file and change to those 
form using CONTROL @EXEC conunand . 
You'd need to make sure the characteristics 
on that conununications port included the 
/SFF ( imulate form feed) bit. This can be set 
either during VSGEN , or in the UP macro 
with CHAR/DEF. 

If the 2 KB of di k space required for each 
of the parameter file on a y tern with a 
default element size of four i going to be an 
i ue at your ite, change it by using path 
names and links. A 

Jim Siegman is chairman of the NADGUG 
publications committee, and treasurer of the 
Chicago Area Data General Users Group. 
Send comments or questions to him at 548 
Walnut , Elmhurst , IL 60126-1848. 
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Special hardware 
speeds throughput, 
improves 
performance 

Westboro, MA- Special hardware from 
DG may offer a way to improve system per
formance by increasing I/O throughput and 
y tern execution. A number of the e 

peripheral storage, communication, and 
processor products are available from DG' 
pecial y tern group, which provide 
pecial-purpose computer equipment to 

enhance standard DG hardware. 
One example is the Model 5916 Intelligent 

A ynchronous Multiplexor, which combines 
two intelligent eight-line asynchronous com
munications systems on one board. The 
product uses two micro Eclipse proces ors 
(each with 64 KB RAM) to perform the front
end 110 proces ing of asynchronous data. The 
hardware can support up to 16 lines at 19.2 

KB per line. It is designed for large display 
count applications. 

Other hardware product include: 
• the Eclip e MV/4000 110 Controller, which 
offloads the CPU by channeling data trans
fers directly to main memory 
• the General-Purpo e BMC Interface, which 
allows high-speed data transfer between 
Eclip e and Eclipse MV / family computer 
systems and external devices 
• high- peed communications controller to 
drive synchronous or asynchronous devices 
at data rates up to I mega baud 
• solid-state di k for high-speed , fa t acce 
torage 

• oth«r products that can increase both I/O 
throughput and system execution, uch as the 
ArrayPlu 2000, an intelligent coproce sing 
ystem that provides a capability of more than 

10 MIPS. A 

For further information on special systems ' 
hardware products , contact the special sys
tems group at 6171480-7150. 

• 

pRODun SPOTLIGHT 

DG offers consulting 
services 

Westboro, MA- Data General's systems 
engineering con ulting ervice now include 
an off- ite performance analysi service, two 
levels of on-site performance analysis erv
ice, and a stats only y tern audit that provides 
performance stati tic and graphs without 
analysis. 

Both the on- and off-site analyses include 
recommendations on how to fine-tune sy tern 
to improve their performance, as well a ug
ge tions to a sist with capacity planning. 

Performance monitoring software is used 
to gather the basic performance stati tic for 
all audit and analy is ervices . A tape is ent 
to the cu tomer 's ite by DG's systems 
engineering performance analysis center 
(SEPAC) in Atlanta. The u er load the tape 
at a convenient time, run it for 8 hour , and 
return it to SEPAC for proce sing by a per
formance con ultant. 

• 

1005 W. Arbor Vitae St. , Inglewood, CA 90301 
213-215-0641 · 714-380-8388 

HAVE YOU BEEN GETTING 
THE WRONG NUMBER? 

Focus 

BUY 
SE'LL 

tRADE .. 

DATA GENERAL SPECIALISTS 
Circle 5 on reader ervice card 

WE GUARANTEE 
THE RIGHT NUMBER 

718-803-1494 
Super Savings on Data General Desktop 

Full Line with "DATA SET " Cl 

(MINIMUM ORDER 1 SYSTEM) 

• 

Exclusively through MIC TECH. INC. 
CONTACT: 

Keith Gronsbell 
MIC TECH. INC. 
71-08 51 sl Ave. 

Woodside. NY 11377 

Dealer Inquiries 
NADGUG member 

FAX# (71 8) 426-3014 
ITT TELEX-421706 

We Make Your Profit Our Business 

Circle 29 on reader ervice card 
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pRODua SPOTLIGHT 

Stats only 
The monitoring oftware provide an 

unbia ed look at the cu tomer' ystem by 
mea uring it re ource utilization during the 
te t period . The oftware produce tallsllc 
and graph on sy tern idle time, CPU cycle 
by user and program, and other factor . Cus
tomer can get the e raw tati tic without 
interpretation by ordering SEPAC' " tats 
only" package. Alternatively , they can have 
the data analyzed by one ofDG' performance 
consultants . Since it require a high level of 
y tern and internal knowledge to analyze 

thi information and develop recommenda
tion for improving performance, DG sug
gest that u er order a full analy i unle 
they have staff with the nece ary expertise. 

OfT-site performance analysis 
For a comprehen ive analysi of their sy -

terns and step-by- tep recommendation for 
improving performance, cu to mer can 
request an off- ite performance anaJy i . Thi 

ervice is provided by a performance consul
tant at SEPAC who run a et of diagno tic 
and analy i tool again t the log and statis
tics gathered by the monitoring oftware dur
ing the audit pha e. 

The con ultant then analyze the whole 
computer system by following a detailed 
checkli t that the con ulting group ha de
rived from dozen of of imilar analyse . Each 
tati tical report , whether on di k file ize 

or I/O usage, i reviewed individually and 
analyzed with other data to find pecific areas 
of performance degradation. 

For example, the CPU plot might how 
that at one point during the day , CPU idle time 
remained at " 0 " for an extended period of 
time. Thi would indicate that the CPU was 
continuously busy during that time. When that 
happens, the consultant would perform addi
tional on-line analy i to i olate the problem, 
pinpointing who and what made the y tern 
so bu y. 

Once the analy i i complete, the con ul-

Connect DEC VT -100 
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and VT-200 Series 
Terminals to 
Data General 

CPU's. 
Run CEO, SED, and most other utililties. 
Method Systems' PeT-100 Programmable Communications Translator is now 
available as a pre-configured unit for your most in-demand application -
connecting VT-100 and VT-200 type terminals to Data General. 

• Works with all VT-compatible terminals 
• Stand-alone single units only $595.00 
• Rack mount multi-channel units available 
• Programmable communications parameters (baud rates, handshaking, etc.) 
• Fast installation - direct connect/via modem/via dataswitch 
• Hundreds of our PeTs in use worldwide 
• Call for your evaluation unit today! 

I. n I Method Systems, Inc. /I 
_ ..... 3511 Lost Nation Road 

III U I Willoughby, Ohio 44094 
(216) 942-2100 

VT-100 and VT-200 ate registered trademarns of Digital Equipment Corporation. 
CEO and SED ate registered trademarns of Data General. 
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tant prepare an executive ummary and a 
detailed report that include tip and tech
niques for eliminating bottlenecks and improv
ing performance. 

On-site performance analysis service 
Customers can al 0 choo e a performance 

analysis that include an on- ite visit by a DG 
performance con ultant. This ervice provides 
a more in-depth analy is, because the con ul
tant interviews users and ystem managers 
to gather information on procedures that 
wouldn ' t be covered in an off-site audit. For 
example, the customer' back-up procedures 
or file management techniques might be 
affecting ystem performance. 

The on-site consultant can provide 
immediate advice on improving performance 
and may help eliminate evere performance 
bottlenecks on the spot. 

Two levels of on- ite performance analy
i ervice are available. The fir t offers up 

to 2 days of on- ite consulting plu a com-

DIMENSION 
THE ORIGINAL 

BUSINESS BASIC 
APPLICATION GENERATOR 

A founh generation language 
for all Data General Systems 

Don't settle for a mere program generator. DIMEN
SION ~ a complete, mature, tried and proven six year 
old data base oriented apptication generator that 
works. Develop complete, sophisticated apptications 
in weeks instead of years. 

Standard features include: 
' shonhand coding commands 
' data dictionary 
· screen builder/ editor 
· full function text editor 
ointelligent spooler 
·translator/ compiler 
· suppan utmties 
· automatic documentation 
. program generators (enuy, maintenance, and report) 

Literally any Business Basic apptication can be developtxl 
with DIMENSION. Available today for RDOS, AOS 
and AOSlVS, Desktops through MV/ I<Xro. 

COMMERCIAL DATA SYSTEMS 
CORPORATION 

2812 New Sprong Rd. · Suite HlO • Atianla.GA30339 
(404) 43&6565 
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prehen ive report from SEPAC, with addi
tional analy is by the on-site consultant. 

The second level provide 48-hour 
turnaround of audit statistic from SEPAC, 
followed by 2 to 5 days of on-site consulting 
and a final comprehen ive report developed 
by the on- ite con ultant. 

Both on- ite ervice tart with an off-site 
audit by SEPAC. Once the audit is complete, 
a con ultant arrive at the customer' ite 
armed with the audit re ult . 11 

To order DG's performance services. contact 
a LocaL sales representative. systems engineer
ing manager. or SEPAC directLy at 4041448-
(1)72 , ext. 2172. 

Graphics arts quality 
output for CEO 

Rochester , NY-Intercon Associates, Inc. 
has developed a product called Office/Pub
lisher that can be integrated with CEO on all 

AOS/VS Consulting 
Systems Tuning 
Networki ngiComm un ications 
DG/DBMS PRESENT 
INFOS CEO 
TRENDVIEW C!SCRIPT 

Commercial Applications 
Development Installation 
Support 

Tool Packages 
MENUMANager 
BACKUPMANager 
SCREEN MANager 

Conversions 
ICOBOL -AOS COBOL 

COBOL -RM COBOL 

Turnkey Applications 
NP, NR, P/R, GL, OE, INV, PO 
Mes AMIS Apparel Manufacturers' 

Information System 

Upgrades 
Authorized Data General 

Systems Supplier 

"iANTAGE SOFTWARE, INC. 

Focus 

212-302-7711 
1500 Broadway, Rm. 812 

New York NY 10036 
Circle 46 on reader ervice card 

pRODun SPOTLIGHT 

DG MV/ Y terns . According to lntercon, 
Office/ Publi her bring the quality level of 
laser printer and typeset output to the office 
environment without sacrificing the ease and 
flexibility of CEO word processing. 

• hyphenation- based on a 182,OOO-word 
hyphenation dictionary that can be updated by 
the u er, and including logic hyphenation 

according to a predefined and programmable 
set of rule ; 

The product accepts formatted CEO docu
ment , then reformats , compo e , paginate , 
and produce graphic art quality output auto
matically to a la er printer or phototype et
ter. According to Intercon , it maintain 100 
percent document integrity with CEO docu
ment . CEO users can continue to acce and 
use all CEO function (including mail, calen
dar , etc.) while u ing Office/ Publi her. 

• multiple column - ingle- and two-column 
document with margins defined by the u er, 
plus multicolumn table ; 

Specific capabilities include: 

• header and footer - three levels, with u er
controlled po itioning on the page; 
• ruling- horizontal and vertical ; 
• logical page control-logical page can be 
defined regardless of phy ical page ize, 
allowing various size of document ; 

• proportional spacing-available for any 
proportional font supported by the output 
device; 

• auto page layout- camera-ready output of 
fully made up page . 

The product require no additional com
puter hardware. Installation on a DG Eclip e 
MY takes less than I hour; training for a CEO 
user i aid to require Ie s than 4 hour . Co t 

• typography- including font , typeface, and 
point-size control of an unlimited number of 
face and size, except as limited by the out
put device; 

tart at $5,000, depending on CPU ize. 11 

• ju tification-of pages, column , and tables, 
both horizontally and vertically ; 

Intercon Associates, Inc., 1580 Emerson St .• 
Rochester, NY 14(1)6; 7161458-08(1). 

DATA GENERAL 

CPU & SYSTEMS: 
9634-C MV/8000 Sys. 
MV/8000 Floating Pt. Unit 
Eclipse C/350 Sys. 
Eclipse C/330 w/256 KB 
Eclipse C/300 w/256 KB 
Eclipse C/150 w/256 KB 
Eclipse S/140 w/256 KB 
Nova 4/X 16 Slot. 256 KB 
Nova 3112 w/64 KB 
8537 12 Slot Exp. Chas 
Nova 2 w/Multiply/Divide 
Nova 4/S 5 Slot 64 KB 

COMMUNICATIONS: 
4251 Comm. Chassis 
4255 ALM-8 
4257 ALM-16 
4241 ULM-5 
4263 SLM-2 
4257-A IAC-8 
4358-A IAC-16 
4060 Quad-Mux 
4250 DCU 50 
4254 DCU 200 

Buy /Sell/Trade/Lease 

DISK & TAPE 
6045 10 MB Disk SIS 
4234 10MB Disk SIS 
616073 MB Disk SIS 
6161 147 MB Disk SIS 
6236 354 MB Disk SIS 
6067 50 MB Disk SIS 
6060 96 MB Disk SIS 
6061 192 MB Disk SIS 
6122277 MB Disk SIS 
419&A Tape Drive 
6026 Tape Drive SIS 
6021 Tape Drive SIS 
6125 Streamer Tape 

MEMORIES: 
8703 MV/8000 Memory 
8656 Eclipse 256 KB Mos 
8655 Eclipse 128 KB Mos 
8687256 KB S/140 Mem. 
Nova 4 Memory 
Nova 3 Memory 
Nova 2 Memory 

CRT & PRINTER: 
605201 CRT 
605302 CRT 
6106 0100 CRT 
6108 0200 CRT 
61690211 CRT 
4218 300 LPM Printer 
4327 300 LPM Band Prt. 
4364 600 LPM Band Prt. 
4354 340CPS Matrix Prt. 
6194 180CPS TP2 KSR 

MISC. 
1144-A 1 Bay Cabinet 
1144-B 2 Bay Cabinet 
1012-P 1 Bay Cabinet 
1012-K 1 Bay Cabinet 
4034 Prt. Controller 
Data Channel Prt. Cont. 
6045 Disk Controller 
4068 PIT Board 
Nova 3 Triple Option 
Basic/Cassette I/O 
Zebra Disk Cont. & Adapt. 
3400.51 SA Systems Industry 

380 MB Disk SIS 
9751 SA Systems Industry 

380 MB Add·on Disk 

All Equipment Guaranteed for Data General Maintenance 
R.J . & ASSOCIATES, INC. 404-980-1586 

2262 Northwest Parkway SE. Suite E • Marietta. GA 30067 
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Seamless file 
transfer provides 
micro-to mainframe 
link 

Colorado Spring , CO- Softronic ha 
announced the latest ver ion of Softerm PC, 
which provides one- tep data transfer between 
computer ystem in one step, including DO 
y tern . According to Softronics , the new 
eamless file transfer feature i the fir t 

implementation of "eamles integration" 
technology in a PC-oriented data communi
cations product. The new release also removes 
the copy protection from Softerm PC. 

Softronic cites these advantage of seam
less file tran fer over current file transfer 
methods: application program are not inter
rupted and detailed knowledge of communi
cation protocol and procedure is not 
required. 

The file transfer proce s is transparent to 

--

applications programs because all PC-DOS 
file 110 call are intercepted and examined by 
the RAM-resident Softerm PC file agent. 
When a remote device is specified, the agent 
executes a u er-defined "script" of how the 
remote system is accessed and how files are 
uploaded and downloaded , including file 
transfer protocols . 

Similar to the virtual disk concept, eam
les file transfer can communicate with almo t 
any ho t computer u ing a variety of pro
tocols . It can be used from any application 
program, and provide an open architecture 
approach through the use of user-defined 
script files . 

The file agent is provided on the utilities 
diskette included in the Softerm PC package. 
Bundled with the utilities diskette is Oneshot, 
a program that provides format conversion 
from ASCn text files to even different PC 
formats including .WKS (Lotus 1-2-3), .WRK 
(Symphony), DIF (Vi iCalc and others), 
SYLK (Multiplan), comma-dilimited (dBase 
n and ill) , space-dilimited, and tab-spaced 
(WordStar and others) . The utilitie diskette 

is available to existing Softerm PC users for 
$25 . 

Softerm PC, including Oneshot , is avail
able for $195 from local computer to res or 
directly from the company. !J. 

Softronics, Inc., 7899 Lexington Dr., Suite 
210, Colorado Springs , CO 80918; 
303/593-9540. 

Attorneys' real estate 
program 

South Norwalk, CT - RealData, Inc. has 
announced the publication of RESPA (Real 
Estate Settlement Program for Attorneys) for 
u e on the mM PC and compatible ystems. 
RESP A i designed to as i t attorneys in com
pleting the di clo ure form known as 
" HUD- l. " Thi form is required under the 
Real E tate Settlement Procedure Act, and 
i a necessary part of the majority of real e tate 
clo ing . 

~D.IPhi Data 

Your VAR Support Group 

Buy • Sell • Repair • Upgrade 

DATA GENERAL DESKTOPS NEW PRODUCT 

--
Call 

Today 
(305) 392-2005 

15 MB-38 MB upgrade ($2995) 
38 MB-71 MB upgrade ($3495) 
15 MB-71 MB upgrade ($3995) 

ADDITIONAL HARDWARE 
6021 Magtape SIS ($1750) 

Transport Disk 
(An add-on disk 

with its own 

carrying case 
for portability.) 

-
IBM-DG-DEC 

Systems • Parts • Peripherals 
New • Used • Surplus at Discount Prices 

thoma/ bu/in~// /y/t~m/, Inc. 
4301 OAK CIRCLE . UNIT 11 • BOCA RATON, FL 33431 
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4218 300 LPM DCH SIS ($2200) 15 MB $1795 
4215 600 LPM DCH SIS ($3500) 38 MB $2995 

NOV A 3/12 0 memory ($500) 71 MB $3995 

Special: IBM XT Compatible-
640 KB memory 

2 ea. 360 KB floppy 
15 MB hard disk 

Keyboard 

Serial + parallel ports 
ClocklCalendar 

Gameport 
8 slots 135-watt power supply 

All for $1,395 
(Does not include monitor or software) 

V ARs/OEMs, call for your prices 

714/354-2020 
12155 Magnolia Suite 6C Riverside, CA 92503 
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With The BRlDGE,TM you can run virtually any 
MS-DOS® or CP/M® program from any terminal on 
just about any minicomputer! 

Benefits: The micro software users want. Instant 
network. No compatibility problems. Total control. 
More cost effective. 

Proven in hundreds of installations. It can work 
for you, too. Call for more information . 

.-.-S! 
415-841-9594 

TM~ 

• 

Virtual Microsystems, 2150 Shattuck Avenue, Suite 300, Berkeley, CA 94704 
Trademarks: The BHID E- irtual Ii Tosystems; l.olLls- l.otus Development Corporation; 'AX, 
PRO- Digital Equipment orporation; dBASE II- A-;hton·l:lIe; PIJM- Intel orporalion ; MYI 
IOOOO-DaI:I General. Registered Trademarks: PI I- Digital Hesear h, Inc.; MS·D S- Microsofl 
orporation; WordSlar- MicroPro. 
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'RODun SPOTLIGHT ______________ _ 

The program combines the word process
ing and computational powers of the personal 
computer with the printing capabilities of the 
average office copier. The package includes 
a clear plastic sheet imprinted with the HUD-I 
form ' s tandard headings and format. The 
u er prints all data onto plain white paper, 
align the printout behind the plastic overlay , 
and u es a copy machine to produce the 
finished form. 

The software portion displays the form 
ection by section. Users can page their way 

through the form using pecial function keys, 
filling in blanks at will. RESPA performs 
almo t all of the on-form calculations auto
matically. Changes and error correction can 
be made using word proce sing. 

RESPA, priced at $395, is available with 
a 30-day guarantee. A demonstration pack
age, including the entire program except the 
printing function , co t $50; thi amount may 
be credited toward purchase. II 

RealData, 78 N. Main St., South NorwaLk, 
cr 06854; 203/255-2732. 

Switching system 
for data/voice 
networks 

Wa hington, D.C.-Gandalf Data Inc. has 
introduced a data-over-voice switching sys
tem that provides data networking in existing 
Centrex or PBX telephone systems. Called 
Dovtrex, the system combines data switching 
and data-over-voice multiplexing technology 
to support data networking up to 64 Kbps over 
an exi ting two-wire telephone system without 
affecting voice network operations. 

The new Dovtrex ystem consist of Dov
trex, a data switching network with integral 
data-over-voice line multiplexing equipment , 
and Line Miser DOY 640 units , which con
nect individual telephone ets and synchronous 
or asynchronous terminal equipment. 

Dovtrex puts digital networking power at 
peed up to 64 Kbps on every de ktop 

through the same twisted-pair wiring already 

in place in voice-only telephone systems. At 
64 Kbps, the product makes these networks 
ISDN-compatible; when the Integrated Ser
vices Digital Network (ISDN) becomes avail
able, Dovtrex users will be ready to take 
advantage of its offerings. 

Dovtrex allows PBX and Centrex users to 
build or expand data networks without 
modems, and allows data services to be 
provided in applications where cabling ducts 
may be already filled to capacity . 

The Dovtrex switch is a distributed, 
software-based data PBX with a many 
integral eight-channel data-over-voice mul
tiplexors as necessary. Each switching node 
can support from 8 to 740 users and attached 
devices. These nodes can be networked 
together to erve the networking needs of as 
many as 23 ,500 users and attached devices. 

According to Gandalf, the system provides 
comprehensive system security, complete net
work/system management, redundancy of 
crit ical components when required , flexible 
interfacing options, and extensive diagno tic 
and maintenance capabilities. 

Is your image as good 
as you think? 

K & M Computer Service 
516-582-9559 

]) r8~ 
~ ~ ::\ 

\ H 

Maybe not. The way you look in print 
could be catching the wrong kind of 

attention. 

Turnkey Publishing can help you get the business
instead of the boot. Whatever publications you need, 
Turnkey provides affordable quality in design, writing, 
and production. 

Call Greg Farman, Publisher, today for a free estimate. 

Turnkey Publishing 
5332 Thunder Creek, #105 • Austin, Texas 78759 

(512) 345-5316 
Newsletters • Brochures • Advertisements • Press Releases 

User Manuals • Documentation 
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4. Data General 
For all your DG needs, from the DG One 
to the MV/10,OOO 

Full line of DG 
Terminals New & Used-Discounted 

MV/1 0,OOO 
MV/4000 

S140 
4X 

S130 
6236 
6234 
6070 

MV2-4-S mb mem 
ISC 

Desktop mod 10-20-30 
New & Used Avail. 

6026 
6021 

ICA 16 
ICAS 

This Is a partial listing. Call for any of your Computer 
Hardware needs. Your growing source for Data 
General. 

1717 Veteran Hwy. • Central Isl ip, NY 11722 
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OOVTREX 

Computer 
System 

"'-__ --' Gandalrs Dovtrex 

SO ID. 

Delivery i cheduled for March 1986. 
Typical Dovtrex system pricing, including full 
redundancy , range from les than $450 per 
attached device for a fully loaded system serv
ing 740 devices, to $550 per attached device 
in a system serving 128 device . A 

Gandalf Data Inc., 1020 S. Noel, Wheeling , 
IL 60090; 3/2/541-6060. 

Upgrade for point
of-sale system 

Maitland, FL-Armor Systems, Inc., has 
upgraded its Excalibur Plus point-of-sale soft
ware to include multilevel invoicing. The soft
ware will run on a Data General Desktop 
Generation Model 10 with the MS-DOS oper
ating system. 

Like Data General . .. 
Like Pinzone International 

'RODua SPOTLIGHT 

With the multilevel capability, a cashier 
can switch quickly between two types of 
invoicing. " Quick invoicing" i u ed when 
speed is important in a retail situation. Data 
entry and processing are completed much 
fa ter than with " full invoicing," which is 
u ed when the retailer requires extensive 
tracking. 

A built-in training mode can be engaged 
for either level of invoicing, with help creens 
to spell out exactly what the cashier should 
do next. 

All Excalibur Plus business applications 
retail at $695 per module, except Customer 
Information/Data Base Management, which 
costs $395 . System requirements are a 10 to 
20 MB hard disk and 128 KB of memory for 
program space. A 

Armor Systems, Inc., 324 North Orlando 
Ave., MaitLand, FL 32751; 305/629-0753. 

Like Incore Maintenance ... on a SOLID Base. 
One of the biggest ?econd sources of D.G. equipment and compatible 
peripherials. 

If you are in the D.G. market, so are we ... as we always have been 
for the last seven SOLID years! 

For more information call or write: 

Pinzone International, Inc. 
World Headquarters 
1103 S. Cedar Ridge Road 
Duncanville, Texas 75137 
(214) 780-1600 

Data General. a reg. tered trademark of Data G neral Corp. 

Incore Maintenance, Inc. 
(214) 296-2998 
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Minicomputer specialists since 1973 
Data General and Compatible Equipment 

OAT A GENERAL CPUs Will Configure Memory 

MV 8000 2MB, ATI-16 ............... $24,750 
ECl C350, 128KB, ERCC, BMC . . . . . .. 6,500 
ECl C330 System . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . BRO 
ECl S140, 256KB Mem., ERCC, 16 slot 4,900 
ECl S120, 16 slot, 256KB . . . . . . . . . . .. 2,995 
NOVA 4X, 256KB, 16 Sl . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3,450 
NOVA 4C, 64KB . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 950 
NOVA 3, 64KB ..................... 850 
DESKTOP 20, 256KB, 15MB Tape, 

15MB Disk, USAM-4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6,500 

DATA GENERAL & COMPATIBLE MEMORY 

DG 8708 MV8000 2MB ............... $ 4,800 
DG 8687 S-140 256KB ERCC .. . . . . . .. 1,600 
DG 8656 ECl 256KB . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 800 
DG 8687 NOVA 4 256KB . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1600 
DG 8343 NOVA 3 32KB . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150 
NOVA 3 256KB . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,450 

TAPE DRIVES for DG 

6021 800BPI Tape SIS ......... From . $ 1,000 
SPEC 20 Disk/Tape Interface ......... 1,500 

DISKS for DG 

6060 96MB SIS . .................... $ 2,900 
6061 , 192MB SIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5,300 
6070 20MB SIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,000 
6103 25MB SIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,400 
6160 73MB SIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8,000 
CDC 9771 825MB Drive (new) . . . . . . . .. 9,500 
Prian 6650-20 68MB Drive . . . . . . . . . . . . 900 

PRINTERS/CRTs for DG 

DG 4215 600lPM Drum .............. $ 2,450 
DG 4433 150CPS wlMDM ctrl. ........ 859 
DG 4434 Multifunction Slade printer . . . . 395 
DG 6040 60CPS Printer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 250 
DATAPRODUCTS B900 .............. . 5,000 
Okidata Sl 160, 160lPM . . . . . . . . . . . . . 795 
Printronix P300 (Unused) . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2,750 
DG 6053 CRT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 295 

DG MISCELLANEOUS 

DG Cabinets .................. From . $ 
DG 4241 UlM-5 ................... . 
DG 4257 AlM-16 .................. . 
DG 4340 AMI-8 ................. .. . . 
DG 4342 ATI-16 ................... . 

250 
400 
995 

1,250 
2,300 

*much more equipment available-call with your 
requirements. 

Depot repairs • DG terminals • Disks • Boards 

(408) 733-4400 
• all equipment subject to prior sale. • 
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AD INDEX 
Company 
3CI 
Alexander Associates 
Alpha·Kenco, Inc. 
Ames Sciences, Inc. 
Catalina Computers, Inc. 
Commercial Data Systems 
Commercial Data Systems 
Commercial Systems Laboratories 
Communications Research Group 

Buy, Sell, Rent, Lease and 

SAVE on 
DATA GENERAL 

Page 
17 
39 
15 
39 
43 
20 
44 
5 

29 

from our huge inventory, plus: 

• Unconditional 1 O·Day Return Privilege 

• Guaranteed Data General 
Maintenance Eligibility 

-OR-
• 90-Day Warranty on Parts and Labor 

• Quick Delivery 

• Great Selection 

• Hassle-Free Appraisals on your 
surplus Data General Equipment 

Call or Write Today for 
More Information! 

(313) 994-3200 
NiWM'lN 

. C PUTER EXCHANGE I 

Member 
COLA 

P.O Box 86 10. 1250 N. Main St. . Ann Arbor. MI 481 07 

S56GFC 

RS# 
I 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

Company Page RS# 
Computek Ltd. 37 10 
Computer Engineering Associates 24 11 
Copley Systems Corporation 13 12 
Creative Synergy 6 13 
DACOR Computer Systems 26 14 
OMS Systems, Inc. 12 15 
Data General Corporation 34 
Data Investors Corporation 21 16 
Delphi Data 46 17 
Delta Computec, Inc. 30 18 
Digital Computer Service 9 19 
Diplomat Systems Corporation C2 20 
Diplomat Systems Corporation C4 
Eagle Software, Inc. 26 21 
Eagle Software, Inc. 40 22 
Hanson Data Systems, Inc. 31 23 
International Computing 9 24 
Interscience Computer Services, Inc. 11 25 
Jacobsen & Associates, Inc. 41 26 
K & M Computer Service Corp 48 27 
Lions Gate Software 42 28 
MIC Technology, Inc. 43 29 
MICOM Computer Systems C3 30 
Mcintyre's Mini·Computer Sales Group 27 31 
Method Systems, Inc. 44 32 
Mini Computer Resale 6 33 
Minicomputer Exchange 50 34 
NPA Systems, Inc. 19 35 
Nanosecond Systems, Inc. 51 
Newman Computer Exchange, Inc. 51 36 
Oracle Corporation 7 
Pinzone International, Inc. 36 37 
Pinzone International, Inc. 49 38 
Program Systems, Inc. 37 39 
R.J . & Associates, Inc. 45 40 
Rhintek, Inc. 51 
SSI·Satellite Software International 3 41 
Software Management 51 
The Sierra Group 4 42 
Thomas Business Systems, Inc. 46 43 
Turnkey Publishing 48 44 
URIX Corp. 33 45 
Valley Record Distributors 51 
Vantage Software, Inc. 45 46 
Virtual Microsystems 47 49 
Xyrtin Xolutions, Inc. 4 47 
Zetaco, Inc. 23 48 

(LASSIFIED ADS _ _________ ______ ---, 

Computer Analyst/Programmer 
Full time, in house opportunity with young 
innovative wholesale distributor of records/ 
cassettes/compact discs with current sales 
of $10 million/year. 
Will pay 30,OOO/year or more for experienced 
person. Should be familiar with Data Gener· 
al Business Basic. Knowledge of RDOS 
preferred. Full Benefits. Excellent Advance· 
ment Potential. Northern California (near 
Sacramento) location a plus. 
Please call Barney Cohen at Valley Record 
Distributors at: 916-661-6600 or send a 
resume to: 

Barney Cohen 
P.O. Box 2057 • Woodland, CA. 95695 

Focus 

NANOSECOND..ll SYSTEMS, INC. 
ROOS & DGlROOS compatible operating system 

License available for Ihe following compulers 
OISCOS·16 ground ROO5 

OVA30 ............................... S3000 
OVA4X ............................... $4000 

I I 200/300 . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. ............ $4000 
ECLIPSE 1205130 140 .................... S5000 

2305250 280 C150 C330 C350 380 
CS 200 fie ..... .... .. ................ S5000 
Micro Echps 520. C 100 ... .. ............. $4000 
MOOS·8ground OGIROOSI Qe"ktop Generallon .. $2000 
OEM and quantity discounts available 
features: Full ROOS (7.5) or OG/ROOS (1.30) compalibtl,. 
IV guaranleed . 0 hardwar modificalion required. Ad
vanced disk caching. vnchronized Inl rground com· 
mUnlcauon. pnnt pooler. uillitl • g n ric fiI • and more. 
Runs mulll ·u r sonware such a I OBOL. Su In and 
Exl nded BASIC. Word P rfeel imullaneou IV. 

all orwrue: 
NA OSECONO SYSTEMS. INC. P.O. 80x 81 . 

313 41h Ir I. Woodland. CA 95695 1 (916) 662·4334 

Spreadsheet in COBOL. Full-screen 
editing with formulas, numbers, and text. 
RDOS, AOS, AOS/vS available. SOFT
WARE MANAGEMENT, 125 Chenoweth 
Lane, Suite 301 , Louisville, KY 40207. 
502-896-2479. 

Dasher Terminal Emulator 
for the IBM Pc. Only $95. 
Other products include : 
Pascal Compiler, Full Screen Editor, 
LP2/ Printronix Graphic Software. 

RHINTEK, INC. P.o . Box 220 
Columbia . MO 21045 301-730·2575 
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PRISM-----------------

What price security? Well , certainly not 
poi oning the air! DG's Kevin Mallon wrote 
to warn users they might do just that if they 
followed all of Lawrence Feidelman' s advice 
(see "Data Security and Magnetic Tape," 
J~nuary Focus). Mallon warned u ers not to 
dispo e of tapes by burning , because some 
tapes contain chromium oxide and cobalt dope 
gammaferricoxide, which can produce 
"extremely toxic and dangerou fume ... 
unless disposed of according to EPA guide
lines." Mallon says the federal government 
uses thermal or chemical meltdown of sensi
tive tapes, but he adds, " Most tapes used and 
supplied by Data General contain [a variety 
of] gammaferricoxide" that doesn't produce 
toxic fumes . 

• 
At last count there were more than 50 

registrants for the CEO work hop being 
scheduled for Indianapolis in April. Users 
were planning to come from as far away as 
Florida . Sorry if you missed this one, but 
OASIS chairwoman Charlene Kirian says 
another CEO workshop is planned to coincide 
with the NADGUG annual conference in 
Orlando, August 11-14. 

• 
Getting on the GSA's published price 

schedule is the next best thing to making it 
into Who 's Who , because it clears the way for 
U.S. government agencies to purchase a 
product without competitive bid . Cognos 
Corporation recently had four of its products 
placed on the list. The company al 0 

announced a faster version of its Powerhouse 
4GL for DG machines-5 to 20 times faster 
than COBOL, according to the announce
ment. 

• 
The new regional interest group in 

Kansas City got off to a good start with its 
February meeting. About 60 users repre ent
ing 25 organizations-some of them ba ed 
hundreds of miles away-carne to discuss 
products and services with DG staffers from 
the Kan a City office. 

• 
Lee Jones was a bit preoccupied at the 

NADGUG spring Executive Board meeting. 
He carne to represent HADGUG, the Houston 
Area Data General U ers Group, leaving his 
wife Wanda at home getting ready to have a 
baby. Lee made it back in time, though. The 
baby is a girl-Je sica, their fourth . Mother 
and daughter are doing fine . 
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Lee's company, Gulf Coast Systems, is 
also sponsoring a DG upload/download area 
on the HADGUG bulletin board. There aren't 
many file on the sy tern yet, but if more u ers 
contribute programs, there will be more for 
everybody to download. Called " DG-Haus," 
the HADGUG bulletin board is available after 
business hours and on weekends . Dial 
713/681 -9629. 

• 
If you need to transfer binary data over 

QTY lines, this may be the answer-and it 's 
free! Freddy Fingal liked Smarterm , the DG 
terminal emulation software he was using on 
his mM PC, but since it couldn't handle 
binary data transfers under ROOS, he wrote 
a Fortran 5 utility that can use either 7 or 8 
bits . You can get a copy by contacting him 
at Digital Computer Services N. V., Tanki 
Leendert275 , Aruba; phone 1-297-8-24635. 

• 
There's lots of information in this issue 

about Conference 86, to be held in Orlando 
Augu t 11-14. One piece of information is 
worth repeating here: register early- it will 
ave you money . The penalty for late regis

tration (after July 25) is $75. In case you ' re 
one of those people who don ' t respond to 
aversive stimuli, there's also a reward for 
early registration . The NADGUG staff has 
arranged for a drawing to be held from the 
names of those who registered by the dead
line. Prizes will be DG/One portable com
puters . 

• 
Axonix, a Salt Lake City company, is 

offering an electrolumine cent screen a an 
upgrade for the DG/One. According to Ken 
Slauson , you send them your DG/One and 
$350, and they will install the screen upgrade 
for you . The unit includes a highllow/off 
switch; it draws enough current to cut the 
operating time on battery power by about half. 
For Slau on , who lives in Ala ka , there 's an 
added benefit : the electrolumine cent screen 
raises the screen temperature by about 10 
degrees- perhaps enough to keep it working 
outside during the winter. 

• 
The NADGUG staff and Planning Com-

mittee will be mailing new member profile 
form to all NADGUG members this month . 
The information gathered with the form will 
be used to publish the first annual NADGUG 
membership roster, and will be entered into 
the ne~ membership data base. Planning 

Committee Chairman John Brudz asks that 
you return the completed forms by the end of 
May. 

• 
Some users have complained of poor per-

formance on CEO rev 2. 12 with Decision 
Base. Stan Gula thinks it may be due to users 
who try to use the full 1000 by 10000 cell 
spreadsheet of Decision Ba e, rather than 
breaking their work into mailer piece . Since 
the default is to recalculate the spreadsheet 
each time a value is entered in a cell, u er 
should learn to set manual recalculation
otherwi e they could be making the computer 
recalculate a million formulas every time they 
enter a value. 

Gula add that he expects Access Technol
ogy to integrate their 20/20 pread heet under 
CEO, now that CEO Toolkit is available. 

• 
lPI, the developer of BLIS/COBOL, has 

a new corporate headquarters and data 
proces ing center at 401 Whooping Loop, 
Altamonte Springs. FL 32701 ; 305/331-5200. 

• 
At least two users are looking for charge-

back systems to help them allocate expenses 
for the computer resources u ed by different 
projects. Glenn Simmons wrote a letter to the 
editor this month asking for help locating such 
a package, and Randy Berndt posted a simi
lar message on the NADGUG bulletin board . 
Surely there's somebody out there with an 
answer. If you can help, please contact Glenn 
(RCA Records , 6550 East 30 Street , Indi
anapolis , IN 46219) , or Randy (American 
Urological Association, Office of Education, 
6900 Fannin, Suite 546, Houston, TX 77030; 
7131791 - 1470). 

• 
You can now send letters and member 

ads to Focus on the NADGUG bulletin board . 
If you didn ' t know that NADGUG has a bulle
tin board system, find the November 1985 
i sue of Focus and read " Welcome Aboard ," 
page II. Or just connect up your modem, dial 
415/924-3652, and see what happens. 

Did you know about member ads? They ' re 
short (less than 50 words) noncommercial 
message to other u ers , usually asking for 
advice on a problem, or help locating a 
product. They are free to NADGUG mem
bers on a space-available basis. 

If you don' t have a modem, we still accept 
letters and member ads in our mailbox: 5332 
Thunder Creek, Suite 105, Austin, TX 78759. 
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ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 
IN BUSINESS BASIC 
PUTS YOU IN CONTROL 

The MICOM ACCOUNTS PAYABLE is field proven in many different 
environments - Running Data General Business BASIC under RDOS, 
AOS and AOS/VS. 

The MICOM ACCOUNTS PAYABLE stands out for its Ease of Use, 
Reporting, Integrity, Documentation, Efficiency, Auditability and Support. 

The MICOM ACCOUNTS PAYABLE is comprehensive, featuring user 
definable controls on payments, multiple banks and subledgers, automatic 
payments, discount calculations, foreign exchange and bank reconciliations. 

The MICOM ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 
is fully interfaced with the MICOM 
GENERAL LEDGER. Both are part 
of the complete set of integrated 
software from MICOM, running 
on the full range of 
Data General systems. 

Get the most out of 
Business BASIC with 
software and systems 
from MICOM! 

MICOM 
Computer Systems 
575 Madison Ave., 
New York, N.Y. 
10022 
(212) 227-1922 

COMPUTER SYSTEMS 
AUTHORIZED ~. Data General SYSTEM DISTRIBUTOR 

Circle 30 on reader service card 




